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1.0 Summary 

There is much enthusiasm in Kings Heath for activities to reduce fossil fuel dependence and increase 

community resilience.  In quite a short space of time, Kings Heath Transition Initiative has captured 

the imagination of a widespread group of people in Kings Heath and gained the trust and respect of 

a broad range of people, including community leaders.   KHTI’s ability to build relationships is one of 

its key strengths.  There is widespread support for the idea of an EcoCentre and for most of the 

proposed activities.   

An examination of the current external environment demonstrates that there is an increasing need 

for EcoCentre type activities, as awareness of the problems of climate change and peak oil is 

increasing year on year.   However the external economic and political situation is increasingly 

complex and this creates both problems and opportunities for an operation such as an EcoCentre 

which needs to be able to sustain itself financially. 

The external funding environment is largely hostile as the type of grants that other similar 

organisations have accessed in the past are less available.  Also, funders are far more risk-averse and 

funding is increasingly in the form of contracts or loans rather than grants, with funders only wanting 

to support organisations with a track record. 

Despite this, the green economy is the one growth area, particularly around whole-house retrofit, 

and there are opportunities in this agenda.  This involves partnerships with larger organisations such 

as local authorities, utilities and construction companies which are difficult and risky for small non-

profit organisations but there are examples of organisations in Birmingham making a success of this. 

There are major risks associated with running an EcoCentre on a permanent basis from a physical 

location.  Other people have managed to mitigate these risks but unfortunately none of these 

mitigation strategies are available to KHTI at this time.   We should proceed with caution towards an 

EcoCentre project but at the same time we should learn from our own experience in Kings Heath, 

and from others, about how activities can be delivered without a permanent physical location.    
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2.0 Recommendations 

Kings Heath Transition Initiative should look at alternative delivery models including how Transition 

activities can be delivered without a permanent physical base.  This should include prioritising 

existing community gardening activities such as at Highbury Park; Kings Heath Community Centre, 

and Grofun; and linking Grofun with the Big Lunch.  Reskilling activities should focus on needs that 

are not met elsewhere e.g. bike maintenance, foraging, permaculture, and where a permanent 

premises is not needed.   The focus should be on activities that are achievable by Kings Heath 

Transition and will make a measureable difference. 

We should consider what changes Kings Heath Transition Initiative would need to undergo in order 

to deliver and manage an energy advice service in Kings Heath.   This could be delivered in 

partnership with other organisations e.g. Moseley CDT.   Links should be built with other third sector 

organisations providing energy advice in order to maximise opportunities through retrofit schemes 

such as Birmingham Energy Savers.   

We should continue to look for potential environmental business and social enterprise partners for a 

physical EcoCentre building.  We should only proceed with an EcoCentre building if we have some 

certainty that this is financially viable over a long-term period and that we can manage the major 

risks associated with building projects, namely capital funding; asset management; and under-

occupation.   

The forthcoming business plan should consider various scenarios including:  managing an EcoCentre 

at All Saints Church Hall on a long-term basis with major capital improvements; managing an 

EcoCentre based on a smaller, temporary office space at All Saints used as an outreach base, 

possibly as part of a new building at All Saints; and delivering Transition activities without a physical 

base from other premises.  This will make it a business plan for Kings Heath Transition Initiative as a 

whole rather than for an EcoCentre as a separate activity. 

The key business planning activities should be as follows: 

- Revisiting the Mission Statement of KHTI and deciding if it is still valid; 

- Defining what kind of sustainability leadership we need in Kings Heath; 

- Understanding as a group what the purpose of a business plan is for KHTI; 

- Gathering external information to support decision-making, particularly reviewing and 

deepening the PESTLE analysis in this report; 

- Looking at the potential portfolio of Transition activities and understanding which ones will 

add most value and make the most difference; 

- Sorting out the numbers, understanding fully the resources required for each activity 

including money, volunteers, buildings, insurances, land, tools and equipment; 

- Looking at the proposed activities for the EcoCentre and for Kings Heath Transition as a 

whole; merging and prioritising the proposed activities; doing further investigation of their 

feasibility;  eliminating those that do not add value or that would waste time and resources; 

and refining them into a new set of SMART objectives for KHTI; 

- Building new and existing partnerships to maximise opportunities to make our activities self-

sustaining; 

- Looking at our capacity to deliver the activities including the ability to manage the risks; 
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- Getting expert technical advice on any building we propose to take on; 

- Developing an action plan demonstrating who will do what, when, where, and how, 

including SMART objectives, and a plan to monitor success; 

- Writing an outline budget and cashflow that recognises any loan repayment periods, that 

takes into account the various scenarios; 

- Writing a costed asset management plan for any building we become responsible for. 

3.0 Introduction 

In October 2010 I was commissioned by Kings Heath Transition Initiative to consult people who visit, 

live or work in Kings Heath and surrounding areas about whether they would use an EcoCentre in 

Kings Heath.  The brief was also to look at the wider feasibility of an EcoCentre by looking at the 

external operating environment and learning from other organisations whose experience is relevant 

to us. 

The EcoCentre proposal is a major decision to make for a small organisation and KHTI needs access 

to as much evidence as possible in making such a decision. 

4.0 Acknowledgements  

I would like thank everyone who has given their views on the proposal and in particular: 

Caroline Hutton, Martineau Gardens; Luke Olly, Northfield EcoCentre; Phil Burrows, Birmingham 

Friends of the Earth; John Newson, Balsall Heath Is Our Planet; Alys Fowler; Nikki Carr (Birmingham 

City Council); Muna Masood (Birmingham City Council); Mark Taylor (All Saints Community 

Development Company); Kings Heath Transition Initiative Core Group. 

Phil Beardmore 

Environmental Consultant 

info@philbeardmore.co.uk  

February 2011   
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5.0 Objectives of feasibility study 

- To consult as many people as possible who visit, live or work in Kings Heath about the 

EcoCentre proposal, assembling quantitative and qualitative local opinion 

- To research what services are already provided in the area and whether the services being 

proposed would be new or whether they exist already 

- To research the social profile of the area and relate it to the results of the consultation 

- To research possible sources of funding 

- To advise on refining the EcoCentre proposal so that it is fully comprehensive and realisable. 

-  

The proposed objectives of the EcoCentre as agreed by the EcoCentre project group are as follows: 

- An exemplar building 
- Source of advice and information 
- Centre for Community Action 
- Enabler of Individual Change 
- Incubator of green business 
- A self sustaining business. 

6.0 Defining the problem/opportunity 

There is now overwhelming scientific evidence of the serious consequences of man-made climate 

change.  Our current dependence on fossil fuels needs to be broken as we rapidly approach peak oil.  

The Transition movement unleashes localised responses to these problems.   

6.1 Understanding the market - PESTLE analysis 

Pestle is an analysis of the external operating environment. 

Political Economic 

Big society agenda but no real sign of 
decentralisation 
Lack of national policy lead on climate 
change/energy 
Birmingham Energy Strategy will enhance the 
city’s leading role on climate change and will 
attract further interest and money 

Recession has not led to a shift in behaviour per 
se because it’s other barriers to action still exist 
Cost of microgen is falling, cost of mainstream 
energy efficiency measures steady, innovative 
measures will remain expensive 
FIT/RHI/PAYS create opportunities despite 
recession e.g. Birmingham Energy Savers 
Otherwise less money around e.g. for 
demonstration projects 

Social Technological 

Interest in environmental issues growing 
Active citizenship agenda in KH – focus on places 
of worship and business not neighbourhood 
Fuel poverty 

Prevalence of hard to treat buildings in KH 
Growth in take up of measures 
Opportunities for manufacture and distribution 
in Birmingham 
 

Legal Environmental 

Planning issues around solar and other 
technologies 
General compliance issues facing KHTI e.g. data 
protection 

Interest in greening Kings Heath e.g. planter 
maintenance, Grofun, Highbury friends, 
coppicing 
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6.2 SWOT 

An analysis of the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats facing us in Kings Heath reveals 

the situation we face: 

SETTING UP AND RUNNING ECO-CENTRE 

Internal External 

Strengths Opportunities 

Contacts – we can get them – community 

leaders – connections to Birmingham Energy 

Savers – what are the gaps?   

Part of well established Transition Initiative 

and link to wider Transition movement. 

Strong sense of coherence. 

Creative/imaginative ideas. 

Determination. 

Enthusiasm. 

Commitment. 

Lots of skills in group – fundraising, 

managing Oxfam shop, education, drama, 

gardening, crafts, setting up own businesses, 

energy advice etc, ability to manage a 

building project. 

Top local politicians interested Phil Hunt has 

become a Patron. 

Energy Saving Trust and Birmingham Energy 

Savers links 

All Saints Development Co does this tie us to 

one faith group?. 

In at beginning of All Saints redevelopment. 

Schools could be involved – citizenship. 

Working with people. 

KHTI planters bid – builds visibility, credibility 

and contacts. 

Access to premises. 

Contacts out there locally. 

Growing awareness of need for better 

energy efficiency. 

Proximity of Northfield Eco Centre – advice. 

Economic crisis – need for money saving 

measures. 

Government policies on “Big Society”. 

Now have support from BCC 

Pay As You Save 

KHBA 

Weaknesses Threats 
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Lack of expertise in some areas – 

construction, design, architecture, need to 

identify where the gaps are and how we fill 

them.  Other orgs may have this e.g. Jericho 

Foundation. 

Ideas not yet translated into 

implementation/project plans but we are 

beginning to do this. 

Not clear on priorities but we are becoming 

clearer. 

Proximity of Northfield Centre but could also 

be an opportunity. 

Lack of engagement of new people. 

Uncertainty about how we will be fully 

inclusive engage with ethnic minority 

businesses – through 9 Carats?  Need to get 

tone of voice right for consultation.  Need to 

be identifiable. Lack of diversity within the 

group.  

So far no money. 

National economic crisis – public sector cuts 

looming – need to map the climate change 

agenda, what is going on nationally and 

locally, and join up with things. 

Potential lack of interest from local 

community need a segmentation model 

about different sections of community, 

marketing strategy and tailor message to 

different parts of the community. 

No reputation yet (new). 

Potential conflict with business community 

but probably not that important. 

Potential reputation for crankiness. 

Possibly viewed as “doom and gloom 

killjoys” – need to convey positive messages. 

 

6.3 What does this tell us about opportunities in the current operating environment? 

The above analyses, along with an understanding of key strategic documents such as the 

Birmingham Energy Strategy and the Birmingham Total Waste Strategy, show that emerging groups 

of opportunity can be grouped as follows – retrofit and sustainable living. 

Energy advice       water saving devices  new reuse/recycling business 

                        Solid wall insulation      crafts 

  Retrofit     Sustainable living 

 

Microgen – manufacture, installation,   clothes       food growing local food markets/ 

Maintenance     swaps    restaurants 

Many of these are Transition-like activities that sit in quite high positions on the ladder of 

empowerment: 
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Food growing  

   Microgen  

   Energy advice 

   Reuse/recycling business 

   Crafts 

   Water saving 

 

 

6.4 Stakeholder mapping 

The EcoCentre group has identified the following as stakeholders with an interest in the project.  

Stakeholders are ranked by their level of interest in the project and their level of power or authority.  

This stakeholder map forms the basis of identifying whom to consult in Kings Heath and beyond. 
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 High Level of Interest                                                                                Low Level of Interest                                                                                                                  

High level 
of power 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Low level 
of power 
 

KHTI Core Group 
9 Carat business members 
KHBA – Stan Hems 
Birmingham Energy Savers 
Be Birmingham 
Bike Pro 
EST 
All Saints Community Dev. Co (Mark 
Taylor)  
All Saints Church (social justice action 
gp)  
Energy companies          
Green businesses 
Alys Fowler 
Martin Mullaney 
Ernie Hendricks 
Lord Hunt  
Martin Straker-Welds 
Muna Masood * 
Northfield ecocentre 
SusMo 
FOE 
Bret Willers 
 

BCC Planning Dept 
Other local businesses 
Farmers Market stallholders 
  WM Travel 
    MPs and Councillors 
     Sustrans 
 Wider mailing list 
Lynne Jones 
Designers and architects 
Universities and Colleges 
Allotment associations 
Local craftspeople 
     

Faith groups 
Global environment 
Local schools and children’s centres  
Wider transition community 
Children and young people 
Clean and Green group 
Emily Cox 
 

Uncontacted local residents 
Young men 
Community Centre (Heather) 
Lesbian and Gay group 
Single parents group 
Railway petitioners 
Faith groups 
GEML (Grow It, Eat It, Move It, Live It) 
WEA 
Graham Lennard 
Time Out 
KH Knitting Group 
Housing Associations (M&D) 
 

 

 

50 Green Leaders 

KHTI Patrons 

Nikki Carr * 
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6.5 How and where the EcoCentre project could take place 

Charles Handy1 defined voluntary organisations as having one (or more) of three roles:  advocacy, 

campaigning, or service provision.   The Transition Movement is conceptually quite broad and does 

not sit neatly with the tendency of the modern voluntary sector to produce short, snappy mission 

statements that fit neatly onto a t-shirt.  Nevertheless the dilemma posed by Handy also applies to 

Transition. 

Kings Heath Transition Initiative is a young organisation but is experienced in campaigning and also 

in advocacy.  However it has little experience of service provision apart from planter maintenance.  

The EcoCentre proposal is fundamentally about service provision and KHTI will need to bridge this 

substantial gap, as Northfield EcoCentre has done, if it is to make the proposal a success.   

Furthermore, most voluntary organisations tend to start from the hypothesis that ‘we have 

identified a problem or need, how do we provide a solution?’  The need will often have been 

identified by a statutory provider (e.g. the health service; local authorities; central government) and 

increasingly, a statutory provider will actually commission voluntary and third sector organisations 

to deliver the service.  So voluntary organisations are less and less likely to be involved in identifying 

need, their role being to provide solutions to needs identified by the statutory sector. 

In the environmental voluntary sector, things are somewhat different.  Environmental voluntary 

organisations are more likely to start from the hypothesis that ‘here is a solution that we have 

identified, now let’s find some people who will come along’.  Examples of this include Northfield 

EcoCentre,  Martineau Gardens, and South Yorkshire Energy Centre (see case studies).   

This creates two levels of risk for environmental voluntary organisations.  The first is that there is no 

guarantee that people will come along.  Kings Heath Transition Initiative is attempting to mitigate 

this by researching demand for an EcoCentre, and in particular by benchmarking likely demand for 

an EcoCentre in Kings Heath against known take-up of the services of other similar projects in our 

case studies.  The second level of risk is that funders are carrying out increasingly tough levels of due 

diligence before awarding either capital or revenue funding.  They want a level of certainty about 

what outputs and outcomes you will receive with their funding, and do not like you to take risks with 

their money.  The days of funders awarding unconditional grants are truly over, as funding 

increasingly moves towards contracts and commissions on a quasi-commercial basis with the danger 

of clawback if you do not meet your obligations.   

This means that the environmental voluntary sector is at an historic crossroads.  We need to move 

from an approach of ‘we have a good idea, let’s see who will fund it’ towards an approach of ‘how 

do our ideas align with what people with money to spend, and how can we demonstrate to them 

that we can help meet their desired outcomes’? 

6.6 What are our current limits? 

The EcoCentre group have undertaken the following analysis of the current limitations to achieving 

the project and how they might be overcome: 

                                                             
1 Charles Handy, Understanding Voluntary Organisations.  I am grateful to Caroline Hutton for these insights. 
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Limiting factor How fixed is it? Strategies to overcome it 

Finance and funding Unknown/variable depending 
on what we are trying to do 

Identify potential funding 
streams 
(private/public)Trawling to see 
what’s available 
Analyse what is needed 
Fundraising through activities 
Info from EST 
Sharing experience of applying 
for funding 
? Free support from local 
enthusiasts e.g. local 
accountants giving up time 
Piggy backing other projects 
 
 

Time (aka human 
resources/volunteers/expertise) 

Unknown but not necessarily 
fixed 
Constrained by other 
commitments e.g. family, work 

Make best use of time 
Bring in extra resource 
Don’t over-commit 
Plan/prioritise 
Drum up wider support 
Marketing and communications 
Front facing strategies of how 
message put across 
Ask 
What interests people? 
What can they offer? 
Being approachable 
Have an open door 
Create more diversity 
Develop a strap line 

Time By availability of people hours Recruit more people 
Firm structures 

Building Not sure To be explored 

 

6.7 The Old Church Hall at All Saints Church 

Our conversations with All Saints Community Development Company and other stakeholders have 

revealed the following: 

- The Village Square development on Vicarage Road will commence in Spring 2011 and be 

completed in late Summer 2011.  The aim is for the Village Square to be a focus for Kings 

Heath and to stage regular events.  The funding is in place for this development. 

- There are two possible outcomes for the Old Church Hall.  All Saints CDC have an option of a 

further tranche of funding of up to £290,000 for refurbishment of the Old Church Hall.  This 

building is currently somewhat of a liability as it does not generate enough income to meet 

its running costs, which are increasing due to the condition of the building.  The funding that 
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is available is 20% grants and 80% loans.  The ability to repay these loans depends on finding 

a long-term use for the building that can guarantee being able to repay the loan.  The other 

possible outcome is All Saints CDC raising grants for a new multi-purpose building on the site 

of the current Church Hall.  An EcoCentre could rent space in this.  At the time of writing it is 

not clear which direction All Saints CDC will take.   

- Alternatively, spared office space in the existing All Saints building could be made available 

to an EcoCentre on a short-term basis.  Other short-term solutions such as renting a shop 

seem to be off the agenda as rentals remain high despite the recession (e.g. £30,000 a year 

on a 3 year lease). 

There is some distance to travel before KHTI is in a position where it can guarantee an income 

stream from the EcoCentre over a prolonged period of time.  KHTI should think carefully about the 

risks involved before proceeding with a proposal to set up an EcoCentre at All Saints.  All Saints CDC 

will want a level of certainty when renting space out in any building be it refurbished or new-build. 

A superficial inspection of the Church Hall shows that the energy performance is currently poor: 

- Pitched roof with high ceiling, some visible holes in roof,  possibility of building false ceiling 

or mezzanine  

- Aluminium window frames (atypical of housing in Kings Heath but similarities to some flats), 

some wooden window frames that are partially rotten 

- Cavity walls (atypical of housing in Kings Heath), apparently uninsulated 

- Northern extension of building has flat roof with no void, planning permission has been 

given for a 2nd storey which opens up the possibility of a green roof 

- There is little or no space for a garden so containers would seem the best option 

- Pitched roof faces east/west therefore not ideal for solar energy (unlike the south-facing 

roof of the main church building). 

A full technical appraisal of the building should be undertaken if any proposal to locate an EcoCentre 

at the Church Hall proceeds.   

7.0 Analysis of need 

Business analysts refer to the ‘S Curve’ in describing the development of interest in new products 

and services.  This is particularly useful in describing the evolution of interest in environmental 

technologies and activities. 

The S Curve divides consumers into three broad groups:  early adopters, the mainstream, and late 

adopters.  It describes how take-up evolves over time from early adopters, to mainstream, to late 

adopters.  This can be seen from the graph below. 
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With some energy efficiency products, like loft insulation and cavity wall insulation, we are very 

much now in the mainstream (thanks to a high level of public subsidy over nearly two decades).  In 

fact we are close to reaching late adopters of loft and cavity wall insulation – those who won’t do it 

for whatever reason, particularly in Birmingham where we are running out of cavities and where 

there have been a series of successful loft insulation campaigns run by Birmingham City Council, 

Energy Saving Trust and the utilities. 

With renewable energy, we are at the early adopter stage.  In Birmingham we are likely to hit the 

mainstream market within the next five years due to Birmingham Energy Savers. 

With solid wall insulation, we are at the early adopter stage and we are further away from hitting 

the mainstream.   

With growing your own food, we are very much in the mainstream as our research shows that many 

people in Kings Heath already grow some of their own food.  However, in terms of a truly earth-

friendly approach to food growing, we are at the early adopter stage. 

Many Transition activities do not involve a measurable transaction such as an energy advice session 

or installation of a water saving measure.  Building community resilience is not as easy to map but 

nevertheless it is clear that we are at the early adopter stage with this as well. 

Kings Heath Transition Initiative should think of the S Curve in thinking about the audience for an 

EcoCentre and Transition activities in general.  There is no shame in targeting an activity at a 

particular group, whether they be early adopters, mainstream markets or late adopters.  Other 

people do this.  For example there is some evidence that insulation companies are currently 

withdrawing from the insulation market in Birmingham as they are now hitting late adopters and so 

it isn’t worth their time.  Instead they are beginning to shift their marketing to early adopters of 

photovoltaics.  This is partly a price-based decision but is also based on the relative size and ease of 

the markets concerned.   Early adopters have tended to be affluent people until now, however 
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Birmingham Energy Savers means that early adopters in Birmingham will increasingly be council 

tenants and low-income owner-occupiers. 

So an S Curve for Kings Heath at the moment might look something like this: 

 

7.1 Exemplar building 

There is no current example of an exemplar building in Kings Heath.  There are other exemplar 

buildings in south Birmingham e.g. in Balsall Heath, Bournville, Northfield2.   How are these used?  

John Newson’s refurbished Victorian terrace in Balsall Heath 3 is used periodically through the Old 

Home, Superhome scheme.  It successfully fulfils a ‘seeing is believing’ need for early adopters.  John 

Christopher’s home, also in Balsall Heath4, is a demonstration project in a similar periodic way, 

supported by a blog presence.  Bournville Village Trust’s eco-refurbishment on Selly Park Road5 was 

open for viewing for a brief period of time before being handed over to tenants.  Balsall Heath 

Housing Co-op’s Inspiration Birmingham 2020 project6 will also be open for viewing for a brief period 

of time before the occupiers move back in, again supported by a blog presence.  This shows that a 

demonstration project can fulfil its function even if only available on a temporary or periodic basis 

rather than a regular or permanent basis.  Northfield EcoCentre has moved away from being seen as 

a demonstration building. 

The nature of demonstration buildings has changed due to the rapid advances in environmental 

technology and the pace at which it is adopted.  The solar thermal system and air source heat pump 

at Northfield EcoCentre, for example, were cutting edge when installed, and while they work 

perfectly well as sources of low-carbon energy for that building, they are no longer innovative and 

therefore of limited use from a demonstration project point of view.  Similarly, Balsall Heath Housing 

Co-op’s demonstration project includes innovative demand control technologies such as V-Phase 

                                                             
2
 http://www.sustainable-energyacademy.org.uk/superhomes/birmingham-bourneville-kings-norton-

hawthorne-rd  
3 http://www.sustainable-energyacademy.org.uk/superhomes/alder-road-birmingham  
4 http://www.sustainable-energyacademy.org.uk/superhomes/tindal-street-balsall-heath-birmingham  
5
 http://www.sustainable-energyacademy.org.uk/superhomes/selly-oak-road-bourneville-birmingham  

6 http://inspirationbirmingham2020.com/  
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and Wattbox.  What works about these demonstration projects is that they demonstrate replicable 

technologies, in the context of a widespread property archetype, to early adopters, in real time.  

These will be of demonstration value for only a limited period of time, as inevitably newer and more 

advanced forms of demand control come on to the market.  So this demonstration project, along 

with those of John Newson and John Christophers, will be succeeded by other demonstration 

projects as technology moves on.  All Saints Church Hall would be of limited use as a demonstration 

project as it is not typical of buildings in Kings Heath and would not be able to give a concrete 

demonstration of technologies that are replicable by householders in the area. 

When considering a demonstration project, the questions that need to be asked are: what is to be 

demonstrated, to whom, why, where, when (how long).   In the context of Kings Heath, the answers 

might be as follows: 

- What – demand reduction measures suitable for older housing, e.g. solid wall insulation, 

floor insulation, advanced heating and voltage controls 

- To whom – early adopters, with the aim of meeting a SMART target of people refurbishing 

their homes as a result, perhaps 50 a year for 3 years 

- Why – to make the most of forthcoming opportunities such as Birmingham Energy Savers 

- Where – in Kings Heath, but in a building(s) of similar property archetype to those that occur 

widely in the area e.g. terraced housing 

- When (how long)  - this could be periodic and temporary rather than regular and permanent 

(this is significant because of the discrepancy between the long-term nature of responsibility 

for a building and the short-term nature of demonstration projects). 

The conclusions of this are that a permanent EcoCentre is not the only form of demonstration 

project, but that a variety periodic and temporary demonstration projects could achieve the same 

outcome of ‘seeing is believing and, thereafter, copying’, at lower risk, while satisfying the need of 

exemplars to evolve over time in line with technological innovation.   

7.2 Source of advice and information/enabler of individual change 

Our public questionnaire shows that a slight majority know where to get energy advice.  Just by 

Googling on their computer or mobile phone they would find three sponsored results:  Energy Saving 

Trust, clearly the most impartial and objective provider, uSwitch.com, who offer useful advice on 

tariffs but not energy saving, and British Gas, whose advice is geared towards attracting new custom.  

However a significant minority of our respondents didn’t know where to get energy advice or 

weren’t sure.  This was despite the EST logo being at the bottom of the page (not intended as a 

prompt).  Both groups show that there is a need for objective advice, that is locally based, and 

personalised. 

Birmingham is lucky in having a number of projects that are locally based, impartial, non-profit, and 

offering a personalised approach.  In these respects the Green Doctor, the Home Energy Advice 

Project, and the Safe and Warm project, all offer something that other national providers cannot.   

We are currently awaiting independent evaluations of these projects.  They have all succeeded in 

delivering energy advice but the numbers are relatively modest – they number hundreds across the 

city in a 12 month period.  All the project managers will report that it is hard work to get people 
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through the door, whether it is for office based advice (Home Energy Advice Project) or home based 

(Green Doctor).  In the case of the Home Energy Advice Project, there has been a move towards 

outreach with more and more advice sessions being offered on other people’s premises.  This 

mirrors the experience of South Yorkshire Energy Centre.   

The market for energy advice in Birmingham is changing in two important ways.  Whereas energy 

advice has previously been offered on a stand-alone basis (the projects mentioned above as well as 

EST), in future it will be increasingly linked to whole-house retrofit through Birmingham Energy 

Savers and similar Green Deal type projects.  This means that the market will grow but that energy 

advice will be delivered in the homes of people receiving a retrofit package through BES.  Third 

sector organisations across Birmingham are set to deliver this energy advice through contracts.  This 

is important because very few people choose to receive energy advice as an activity in its own right.  

BES makes energy advice more lucrative by linking it to sexier measures such as photovoltaics, more 

affordable by absorbing the cost within a feed-in tariff package, and better value for money as it is 

linked to other carbon saving measures.  This means that stand-along energy advice won’t make as 

much sense in future.  If KHTI is able to make the shift towards being a service delivery organisation 

then it could be part of this, but the advice is unlikely to be delivered in an EcoCentre.  Organisations 

are less likely to be able to get funding to offer standalone energy advice as the above projects have 

up till now, and even if they do, it is likely to be offered in other people’s buildings, not in 

EcoCentres. 

Another related development in the energy advice market nationally is the role of Domestic Energy 

Assessors in the Government’s Green Deal initiative.  It will be a requirement that a property 

receiving a Green Deal package should have an Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) as part of the 

diagnosis of the measures required.  This may lead to opportunities for new entrants to the DEA 

market and as KHTI has one person qualified to do this, and could have others trained, this may be 

an additional opportunity.  Nationally, Local United is seeking to help Transition and low-carbon 

communities to benefit from this market through training and advice.  7 

There are examples of organisations addressing the reskilling agenda.  Local examples include Bike 

Foundry, Cycle Chain, Tom Baker’s Loaf project in Cotteridge, and Northfield EcoCentre’s new School 

of Green Living.   For some of these a premises is useful, for others it is not strictly necessary.  Bike 

Foundry for example has run a bike workshop at Moseley CDT where there are no specific cycle 

maintenance facilities.  Bike Foundry’s current premises in Highgate is used as a base only because it 

is up a flight of stairs which makes it difficult for cyclists, but it’s all Bike Foundry can afford at the 

moment.  All of these activities are periodic rather than permanent which also lend themselves to 

not needing a specific premises.  Our questionnaire showed a level of interest in these activities in 

Kings Heath.  We need to be clear about the numbers involved and the nature of the activities.  In 

the case of Northfield EcoCentre there have been two types of reskilling activity.  First came informal 

groups, with a focus on peer-to-peer learning (rather like a Social Media Surgery) and volunteer 

‘tutors’, charging a token amount such as £1.  Now there is the School of Green Living, which is more 

formal, with a professional tutor, and offered on a commercial basis at £59 per day.  These activities 

need five participants to break even.  Our questionnaire shows that there is considerable interest in 

reskilling/green living activities, but we need to benchmark the numbers who will actually turn up 

                                                             
7 http://www.nef.org.uk/communities/local-united.html  

http://www.nef.org.uk/communities/local-united.html
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against the experience of our friends in Northfield.  In both cases, the activities are reliant on 

Northfield EcoCentre’s salaried Group Development Manager to market and organise them.  KHTI is 

not yet in a position to match this.  Northfield EcoCentre’s School of Green Living will focus on 

specific reskilling activities where is currently little transfer of skills from one generation to another 

and which cannot easily be learned from books or the internet for technical or health and safety 

reasons, and are therefore dependent on a professional tutor – e.g. bike maintenance and foraging.  

We may be able to learn from Northfield EcoCentre in their focus on those reskilling activities for 

which there is currently least opportunity for people to learn from a book or a family member, 

rather than reskilling activities as a whole.   

7.3 Centre for community action 

KHTI is already successful in engaging people in community action as evidenced by the good 

attendance at its recent AGM and Winter celebration.  In this respect it compares well to other low 

carbon and Transition groups in the region.  None of these rely on an EcoCentre to do this as these 

do not require a permanent base but rather the availability of convenient and attractive places to 

meet for a few hours at a time.   

7.4 Incubator for green business 

The green economy is forecast to grow faster than other sectors.   Birmingham Energy Savers is 

worth £2 billion over 20 years and this will stimulate the growth of green businesses and others in 

the supply chain. 

The Community Green Deal report8 highlights the anticipated areas of growth.  Two reports from the 

Energy Efficiency Partnership for Homes forecast the growth in takeup of particular technologies9.  

We bring these sets of data together in the table below and analyse their relevance for Kings Heath. 

                                                             
8 
http://www.urbedftp.co.uk/SHAP/101129%20Community%20Green%20Deal%20appendix_Final%20print%20
version.pdf  
9http://www.eeph.org.uk/uploads/documents/parnership/Road%20map%20evidence%20on%20energyficient
%20housing%2025%20October%2020101.pdf  
http://www.eeph.org.uk/uploads/documents/partnership/Assessment%20of%20the%20UK%20household%20
energy%20efficiency%20market_171108.pdf  

http://www.urbedftp.co.uk/SHAP/101129%20Community%20Green%20Deal%20appendix_Final%20print%20version.pdf
http://www.urbedftp.co.uk/SHAP/101129%20Community%20Green%20Deal%20appendix_Final%20print%20version.pdf
http://www.eeph.org.uk/uploads/documents/parnership/Road%20map%20evidence%20on%20energy%20efficient%20housing%2025%20October%2020101.pdf
http://www.eeph.org.uk/uploads/documents/parnership/Road%20map%20evidence%20on%20energy%20efficient%20housing%2025%20October%2020101.pdf
http://www.eeph.org.uk/uploads/documents/partnership/Assessment%20of%20the%20UK%20household%20energy%20efficiency%20market_171108.pdf
http://www.eeph.org.uk/uploads/documents/partnership/Assessment%20of%20the%20UK%20household%20energy%20efficiency%20market_171108.pdf
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Area of opportunity Potential opportunities EEPH forecast Relevance to Kings Heath/Birmingham 

1.  High 
performanc
e insulants 

a. Integration of aerogel and 
vacuum insulants into panel 
products 

b. Licensing of foamed glass 
insulant manufacture 

c. Licensing/development of 
vacuum or dust-based products 

d. Gap filling insulation to 
accompany vacuum products 

e. Installer accreditation for novel 
products 

f. Niche ceramic rainscreens 

200,000 out of 6.6 solid wall 
homes currently have wall 
insulation; current annual 
installation rate is 25-35,000; 
anticipated 500,000 installed by 
2020 
 
8.8m out of 17.4m cavity wall 
homes have insulation; current 
annual installation rate is 
550,000; anticipated 15.7m 
installed by 2020 
 
6.9m out of 23m homes with lofts 
have recommended insulation; 
current annual installation rate is 
710,000; anticipated 20m 
installed by 2020 

There is a need for this in our housing stock.  
Opportunities for manufacturing in an 
industrial location not a high street location.  
Opportunities for installation by local 
companies. 

2.  Air 
tightness 
and thermal 
bridging 

a. Insulation bridging doorstep and 
porch brackets 

b. Junction and eave vent products 
and seals 

c. Service penetration seals and 
gaskets 

d. Development of intelligent 
vapour permeable membranes 

 There is a need for this in our housing stock.  
Opportunities for manufacturing in an 
industrial location not a high street location.  
Opportunities for installation by local 
companies. 

3.  High 
performanc
e windows 

a. Sealing kits for upgrading 
existing windows 

b. Development of Passivhaus 
standard product 

c. Metal flashing to produce 
weatherproofing 

24m of 27m homes have some 
double glazing; 18m homes 
entirely double glazed; 
anticipated 24m+ homes entirely 
double glazed by 2020.   

There is a need for this in our housing stock.  
Opportunities for manufacturing in an 
industrial location not a high street location.  
Opportunities for installation by local 
companies. 
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d. Timber processing and casement 
fabrication 

e. Low u value recycled carbon 
fibre casement fabrication 

 

4. Solar 
thermal 
collectors 

a. High performance flat plate heat 
pipe panel 

b. Small combi gas boiler product 
c. All ancillary components, including 

swappable pumps and controls 
d. Modular thermal storage outhouse 

and ancillaries, including service 
boiler  

Currently 100,000 installed; 
current annual installation rate 
25,000; anticipated 350,000-1m 
installed by 2020 

There is a need for this in our housing stock.  
Opportunities for manufacturing in an 
industrial location not a high street location.  
Opportunities for installation by local 
companies. 

5. Solar 
photovoltaic 
systems 

a. Licensed module fabrication and 
assembly 

b. Low cost inverter manufacturing or 
licensing 

c. Fabrication of fixing system 
components 

Currently 14,000 installed; 
current annual installation rate 
10,000+; anticipated 200,000 
installed by 2020 

There is a need for this in our housing stock.  
Opportunities for manufacturing in an 
industrial location not a high street location.  
Opportunities for installation by local 
companies. 

6. Biomass 
heating 
systems 

a. Wood chip boilers with integral food 
handling 

b. Range of classic and modern smoke 
control compliant stoves with back 
boilers 

c. Variable speed hot water pumps 
d. Heat consumer units incorporating 

heat exchangers and metering 
e. Digital heat metering 

Currently 1,500 installed; current 
annual installation rate 500; 
anticipated 6,000-1m by 2020 
 
(heat pumps – currently 28,000 
installed [approx 50% ground 
source]; current annual 
installation rate 13,000 [mainly 
air source]; anticipated 160,000-
1.2m installed by 2020) 
(micro-chp – currently 1,000 
installed; current annual 
installation rate 5000; anticipated 
1,000-4m installed by 2020) 

There is a need for this in our housing stock.  
Opportunities for manufacturing in an 
industrial location not a high street location. 
 
Opportunities for biomass supply chain for 
local companies. 
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(condensing boilers – 7.4m gas 
condensing boilers out of 21.6m 
gas boilers; current annual 
installation rate 1.5m; anticipated 
19.3m by 2020) 

7. Thermal 
storage 

a. Large unvented thermal stores 
b. Fabrication of expansion vessels and 

heat exchangers 
c. Licensing and/or development of 

stratification systems 

Correlates to solar thermal 
market 

There is a need for this in our housing stock.  
Opportunities for manufacturing in an 
industrial location not a high street location.  
Opportunities for installation by local 
companies. 

8. Ventilation 
heat 
recovery 
systems 

a. Integration of air or water source 
heat pump and thermal storage 

b. Research and development of 
passive heat recovery systems 

c. Fabrication of duct components 
d. Moisture and pressure sensitive 

vents 
e. Filter replacements 

 There is a need for this in our housing stock.  
Opportunities for manufacturing in an 
industrial location not a high street location.  
Opportunities for installation by local 
companies. 

9. Energy 
monitoring 
and control 
systems 

a. Full range of systems and supporting 
software 

b. Systems that integrate different heat 
sources e.g. biomass, solar, heat 
pumps 

Nearly 8m UK homes with a 
boiler do not have a room 
thermostat; over 70% don’t reach 
the 2010 building regulations 

 
There is a need for this in our housing stock.   
 
Opportunities for software development 
that does not require an industrial location. 

10. LED lighting 
fittings and 
luminaires 

a. Assembly of LED bulb product 
b. Design of fixture and pendant range 

 There is a need for this in our housing stock.  
Opportunities for manufacturing in an 
industrial location not a high street location.  
Opportunities for installation by local 
companies. 
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Birmingham City Council’s Total Waste Strategy aims for zero waste sent to landfill by 2026 as part 

of the drive to a low carbon, low waste economy.  Waste management practices should be focused 

on those approaches that move the management of waste up the waste hierarchy (i.e. avoid, 

reduce, reuse, recycle, energy-from-waste, landfill).  Hence Birmingham City Council is offering 

unused workshop space at its Norris Way household recycling centre to waste/recycling social 

enterprises.   This means that there may be opportunities for reuse/recycling SMEs or social 

enterprises although the availability of low-cost managed workspace at household recycling centres 

means that there may be adequate provision and this could adversely affect demand for workshop 

space in Kings Heath.  However at the time of writing, take-up of the Norris Way offer is believed to 

be low although this may change. 

There is a market for craft goods in Kings Heath and south Birmingham although there is provision 

elsewhere with regular craft markets in Kings Heath, Moseley and the Custard Factory and around 

the Farmers’ Markets.  This is very much a cottage industry that is not able to support a permanent 

shop front but an occasional presence at craft fairs and Farmers’ Markets and the internet.  The 

Make-It Zone in Balsall Heath10, which is aimed at the craft market, is now picking up tenants after a 

slow start.  There is also a market for fair-trade goods in Kings Heath although fair-trade goods are 

now fairly mainstream stock for supermarkets.  Small shops in Birmingham that focus exclusively on 

fair-trade products are reported to be struggling.   

We can conclude that there is most likely for a need for premises for some green businesses linked 

to the retrofit supply chain but they may need more industrial premises.  There may be a need for 

premises for waste/recycling businesses although the household recycling centres are a potential 

competitor.  There is little need for permanent premises for craft and fair trade businesses. 

8.0 Energy performance of existing buildings 

The Energy Saving Trust’s HEED database shows us the following information about the existing 

housing stock in the area: 

  

                                                             
10 http://makeitzone.org/  

http://makeitzone.org/
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Ward name Property 
type 

Tenure Loft 
insulation 

Property age External wall 
type 

Glazing type Main heating 
fuel 

Main heating 
system 

Moseley and 
Kings Heath 
(10,868) 
 

Mostly 
terraced 
including 
flat 
conversions 

57% owner 
occupier, 
9.5% 
private 
rent, 20.5% 
housing 
assn 

Most with 
less than 
250mm 

More than 
2/3 pre-1950 

Mostly solid, 
some filled 
cavity,  

Approx half 
single glazed 

Mostly mains 
gas 

Mostly gas 
central heating, 
approx half 
condensing 
boilers 

Billesley 
(10,752 
homes) 

Around half 
semi 
detached, 
then 
terraced, 
flats 

54% owner 
occupier, 
20.7% 
private 
rent, 7.7% 
BCC 

Most with 
less than 
250mm 

More than 
half 1930-49 

Half filled 
cavity, 10% 
unfilled cavity, 
40% solid 

Half full double 
glazing, quarter 
single glazed 

Mostly mains 
gas 

Half gas central 
heating, 38% 
condensing 
boiler, some 
storage heaters, 
warm air, room 
heaters 

Brandwood  
(11,014 
homes) 

Around half 
semi 
detached, 
half 
terraced, 
some 
detached 

66% owner 
occupier, 
12% 
private 
rent, 6.6% 
BCC 

Around 10% 
250mm or 
more 

Mostly post 
1930  

Around  40% 
solid walls, 1/3 
filled cavity, 
some unfilled 
cavity 

More than half 
double glazing 

Mostly mains 
gas 

Mostly gas 
central heating, 
approx half 
condensing 
boilers, around 
25% warm air 

Springfield  
(9,439 homes) 

Mostly 
terraced, 
some semi 
detached 

76% owner 
occupier, 
12% 
private 
rent, 6% 
housing 
association 

Around 15% 
250mm or 
more 

Mostly pre 
1949 

Mostly solid 
walls 

Mostly full 
double glazing 

Mostly mains 
gas 

Mostly gas 
central heating, 
approx one 
third 
condensing 
boilers, 13% 
room heaters 

Sparkbrook Mostly 53% owner Mostly More than Around three More than half Mostly mains Mostly gas 
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(9,786 homes) terraced, 
some semi 
detached 

occupier, 
25% 
housing 
association, 
11% 
private 
rent 

250mm or 
less 

two thirds 
pre 1930, 
around one 
quarter post 
war 

quarters solid 
walls, one 
quarter filled 
cavity 

full double 
glazing 

gas central heating, 
approx half 
condensing 
boiler, some 
room heaters 
and warm air 
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8.1 Fuel Poverty 

The following data shows the predicted incidence of fuel poverty in each ward. 11 

Ward Percentage in fuel poverty – full income 12 

Billesley 6.56 

Brandwood 6.35 

Moseley and Kings Heath 6.98 

Sparkbrook and Sparkhill 8.18 

 

By way of comparison, the lowest predicted incidence of fuel poverty in Birmingham is 4.98% in 

Sutton New Hall, and the highest is 10.25% in Handsworth. 

In our public consultation, we asked respondents if they could afford the cost of keeping warm in 

winter.  Here are the responses: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This suggests that 15% of respondents can be described as fuel poor.    This figure sits comfortably 

with the predictions of the Fuel Poverty Indicator plus an allowance for increase in fuel prices since 

2003. 

                                                             
11

 The Fuel Poverty Indicator is a statistical model of fuel poverty based on the 2003 English House Condition 
Survey and the 2001 Census.  It predicts the risk of fuel poverty not the actual number of households in fuel 
poverty.  The main limitation of the data is that fuel poverty has at least doubled since 2003 largely due to fuel 
price increases.  The other limitation is the fluctuation of the incomes of the poorest people – which rose for 
most of the decade but are now falling.  The Indicator still gives useful comparison between wards.   
12 Using the Government’s official definition of fuel poverty 

Question:  How much do you agree with the following sentence:  “I can afford the cost of keeping 

warm in winter?” 

 

1 Strongly disagree 5% 

2 10% 

3 30% 

4 26% 

5 Strongly agree 26% 
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8.2 Thermal imaging data 

Birmingham City Council has commissioned a thermal imaging map of Birmingham that shows heat 

loss from buildings.  They have kindly made the maps for Kings Heath and surrounding areas 

available to us.  The maps show where there are concentrations of high heat loss from homes.  This 

has already helped us to focus our work on areas of greatest need. 

8.3 An Environmental Segmentation Model for Kings Heath 

Defra has developed a Framework for Pro Environmental Behaviours to support its work on climate 

change. 13 This includes an environmental segmentation model that divides the public into seven 

clusters, each sharing a distinct set of attitudes and beliefs towards the environment.  The seven 

segments are summarised in the box below. 

  

                                                             
13 http://www.defra.gov.uk/evidence/social/behaviour/documents/behaviours-jan08-report.pdf   

 
Segment 1: ‘Positive greens’ 18% of the population (7.6 million)  

“I think we need to do some things differently to tackle climate change. I do what I can and I feel bad about the rest” 

 
Segment 2: ‘Waste watchers’ 12% of the population (5.1 million)  

“’Waste not, want not’ that’s important, you should live life thinking about what you’re doing and using” 

 
Segment 3: ‘Concerned consumers’ 14% of the population (5.7 million)  

“I think I do more than a lot of people. Still, going away is important, I’d find that hard to give up..well I wouldn’t, so carbon 

offsetting would make me feel better” 

 
Segment 4: ‘Sideline supporters’ 14% of the population (5.6 million)  

“I think climate change is a big problem for us. I suppose I don’t think much about how much water or electricity I use, and I 

forget to turn things off..I’d like to do a bit more” 

 
Segment 5: ‘Cautious participants’ 14% of the population (5.6 million)  

“I do a couple of things to help the environment. I’d really like to do more..well as long as I saw others were” 

 
Segment 6: ‘Stalled starters’ 10% of the population (4.1 million)  

“I don’t know much about climate change. I can’t afford a car so I use public transport..I’d like a car though” 

 
Segment 7: ‘Honestly disengaged’ 18% of the population (7.4 million)  

“Maybe there’ll be an environmental disaster, maybe not. Makes no difference to me, I’m just living my life the way I want to” 

http://www.defra.gov.uk/evidence/social/behaviour/documents/behaviours-jan08-report.pdf
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Birmingham City Council has developed a similar segmentation model for the population of 

Birmingham.   They have kindly made this available to us and we will use it to help target activities in 

future. 

We designed our public questionnaire to give us some insights into the environmental behaviour 

and attitudes of people in Kings Heath.  Here are some relevant results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This particular set of results is quite different to what would be expected compared to Defra’s 

segmentation model and therefore must be treated with caution.   Birmingham City Council’s 

segmentation data is more reliable for us at this stage.   

One reason for the results of the consultation being more pro-environmental than a segmentation 

model would suggest, might be the mere measurement effect14.  This is when posing a question to 

someone causes them to automatically think and behave differently at the suggestion and therefore 

give a different and possibly more positive view than they would normally hold if they weren’t being 

asked the question.  This might be particularly useful in understanding the results of the street 

questionnaire, which were less self-selecting than the internet questionnaire. 

9.0 Stakeholder needs and expectations 

Between October 2010 and January 2011 we undertook a public questionnaire to ascertain whether 

members of the public thought there was a need for an EcoCentre and whether they would use it.   

The methodology for the questionnaire was as follows: 

- A paper questionnaire was produced and members of the public invited to take part on 

Kings Heath High Street and at public events 

                                                             
14

 http://faculty.fuqua.duke.edu/~gavan/bio/GJF_articles/mere_measurement_jcp_inpress.pdf ; 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20939639  

Question:  How important are environmental issues to you personally? 

 

1 Not at all important 0% 

2 3% 

3 8% 

4 28% 

5 Very important 58% 

 

http://faculty.fuqua.duke.edu/~gavan/bio/GJF_articles/mere_measurement_jcp_inpress.pdf
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20939639
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- An electronic questionnaire was put on to the KHTI website and people were invited to take 

part by email, Twitter and Facebook. 

It has proved somewhat more difficult to get large numbers of people to take part in the 

questionnaire, for reasons which we did not anticipate, namely: 

- The weather – we had originally planned to hold the consultation during the summer and 

early autumn of 2010 but due to delays in the funder agreeing a contract we were forced to 

postpone this until the exceptionally cold period of late autumn/early winter of 2010, during 

which it was difficult to hold street interviews.  We were unable to postpone the 

consultation any longer due to the restraints of the funder and the window of opportunity 

around All Saints Church Hall. 

- Some organisations, who had offered help in promoting the electronic questionnaire, do not 

appear to have done so. 

This meant that we fell somewhat short of our target of getting 200 people to participate in the 

questionnaire.  Nevertheless, 144 people responded to the questionnaire.   In addition, three focus 

groups were held.   

Below is a summary of the results of the questionnaire. 

9.1 Current environmental attitudes and behaviour 

Respondents thought that environmental issues were important or very important, and that 

behaviours such as recycling, energy saving and water saving were important.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How important is recycling to you?             

       

How important is saving water and energy in the home to you? 
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This suggests that respondents were largely in the top three segments of Defra’s model – i.e. 

positive greens, waste watchers, or concerned consumers.  Other segments, particularly stalled 

starters and honestly disengaged, are under-represented in our questionnaire.  What this means is 

that we have learned something about positive greens and waste watchers in Kings Heath, which is 

Do you use Birmingham City Council’s recycling facilities? 

 

How much do you agree with the following statement –“I try to save energy in 

the home”? 

 

How much do you agree with the following statement – “I try to save water in 

the home and garden”? 
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important as they are a key audience for an EcoCentre.  However, we haven’t learned very much 

about stalled starters and honestly disengaged.  Kings Heath Transition Initiative needs to consider 

the size and scope of its audience.  It is desirable to include all segmentations in our research, 

however what we have learned from others is that segments such as stalled starters and honestly 

disengaged are least likely to use an EcoCentre at this stage. 

9.2 Reskilling 

Respondents showed a high level of interest in learning new skills.  Willingness to attend a group 

varied widely.  In the case studies below, we will learn from others who have experience of putting 

on such activities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you interested in learning any of the following skills? 

    

  

 

Would you attend a group to attend any of these? 
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9.3 EcoCentre services 

Respondents showed a high level of interest in attending an EcoCentre to receive advice or to buy 

Transition-related products and services.  As previously, we will learn from others in the case studies 

below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9.4 The EcoCentre concept 

Most respondents agreed that there was a need for a venue in Kings Heath for the above activities 

to take place.  A significant minority weren’t sure.  Although we did not drill down this question 

further, the evidence we got from our external interviews and case studies suggested that many 

Transition/EcoCentre activities can take place elsewhere, or without a building at all.  It may be that 

respondents had this at the back of their mind when answering ’not sure’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Would you use any of the following services in Kings Heath? 

 

Do you think there is a need for a venue in Kings Heath where these activities 

could take place? 
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More than half of respondents though ‘EcoCentre’ was a good name for such a venue.  However, 

11% thought that it wasn’t, and 22% weren’t sure.  This is a significant result.  Comments made by 

the 11% and the 22% suggest that the name EcoCentre is jargon.  Respondents suggested alternative 

names (see box below) of which ‘Energy Saving Centre’ or similar seems quite popular. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alternative names suggested by respondents for the EcoCentre 

“something with the word community in it” 

“energy saving centre” 

“renewable resource centre” 

“Eco is used too freely and has become discredited.  Would settle for EcoCentre if it defines itself by being a 

vibrant project. “ 

“EcoCentre sounds a bit ‘worthy’ and exclusive.  It needs to be something which is inviting and connects to 

the whole community.  It does explain what it is, however - whatever is decided, don't make it 'jazzy' for the 

sake of it - let it be clear as to what it is.” 

“Isn't the one in Northfield called Eco Centre?” 

“Kings Heath Sustainability Centre” 

“It depends on what the aims are. EcoCentre sounds like it's more about habitat education. If it's meant more 

as a 'Sustainability Resource Centre' for advice & support regarding sustainable lifestyles, I'd look for 

something else, but equally short. Borrowing from SusMo, SusRes Centre might work.” 

“Green Kings Heath” 

“Too 'spaced out'.  Something plainer needed.” 

“Eco House, KH, Kings Heath Greenery Eco Friendly Centre, Green Lifestyle Space, Eco Action Place, 

Climate Change Forum, eco Hub, it would be great if it was a co-op or a community interest company” 

“Something about community? Something to do with sharing skills / craft work (eco centre might be less 

appealing to people who could be very interested in practical skills offered, even if they don’t identify initially 

with the eco label.)” 

 

 

 

 

Do you think that EcoCentre is a good name for such a venue? 
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9.5 Energy Advice 

Only just over half our respondents knew where to get energy advice from.  The remainder said ‘no’ 

or ‘not sure’.  This was despite the fact that the paper questionnaire had the Energy Saving Trust 

logo on it.  What this result demonstrates is that most people are still not aware that you can get 

energy saving advice from mainstream bodies such as the Energy Saving Trust and the utilities, 

despite prolonged advertising campaigns by the bodies concerned.  This result is also a reflection of 

how difficult it is for locally based energy advice projects such as Green Doctor to make an impact. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alternative names suggested by respondents for the EcoCentre 

“The Heathen Centre; Green Fingers” 

“Community Savings Centre (saving money, energy, the community and the planet!)” 

“Local growth centre” 

“something indicating local” 

“sounds a bit hippyish - energy saving centre” 

“Sustainability Centre, EcoEmpowerment Centre” 

“something incorporating a local link” 

“Green Centre, Eco Shop” 

“EcoCentre might put people off, sounds like a Guardian reader thing or government led” 

“'environment aware'” 

“Eco Plant, Recycling World” 

“Sustainable Kings Heath” 

“'political' :( “ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Do you know where to get energy advice? 
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9.6 Volunteering for an EcoCentre 

More than a third of respondents (39%) said they would be interested in volunteering for an 

EcoCentre.  This confirms the growth in popularity of environmental volunteering.  Among those 

who said that they wouldn’t volunteer, a number of people commented that they were already 

doing other voluntary activity and were too busy to do any more.  The comparatively large number 

of retired people in sample might be related to the ability to volunteer.   

9.7 Growing food 

Just under half of respondents grew at least some food.   Only a small number (seven) expressed an 

interest in sharing an unused garden with someone else to grow food, perhaps reflecting the 

widespread availability of gardens in Kings Heath. 

9.8 Equal Opportunities and Diversity 

Respondents came from all age groups although older age groups were over-represented and young 

people under 18 were very poorly represented.  This does not reflect the local population.   

 

The majority of respondents (56%) were female.  In terms of ethnic origin, the overwhelming 

majority of respondents described themselves as White British, with small numbers of other ethnic 

groups.  This is not representative of the area as can be seen from the census figures in the 

appendices.   
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Half of respondents said they belonged to a faith, religion or belief.  Of these, Christian and 

particularly Church of England/Anglican were the most recurrent, with very small numbers 

describing themselves as Hindu, Seventh Day Adventist, Scientific Rationalism, Buddhist, Vegan, A 

Mixture, Muslim, Jehovah’s Witness, Roman Catholic, Methodist.  Thirty-four per cent said they 

belonged to no faith, religion or belief. 

 

Ten per cent described themselves as having a disability.  Seventy-six percent described themselves 

as Heterosexual; 3% as Bisexual; 1% as Lesbian; and 7% would rather not say.   
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9.9 Social background 

Using the approximated social grading category from the Census, we asked respondents the 

occupation of the main income earner in the households.  Based on the answers we received, the 

respondents were overwhelmingly from category C1 (55%) or retired (27%).  There were very few 

respondents from categories D or E (7%).  This makes the sample unrepresentative of the area based 

on the actual results from the 2001 Census (see Appendices). 

10.0 Looking outside – what do the focus group results tell us? 

We held two focus groups with the EcoCentre project group and one with members of All Saints’ 

Church Social Justice Action Group (SJAC).  In addition we did an EcoCentre focussed activity at the 

KHTI Winter Celebration on 14 December 2010.  At the 7 November focus group with the EcoCentre 

project group, we gained a better understanding of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 

threats.  We thought about stakeholders and potential stakeholders and their likely level of interest 

in the project, and discussed some of the barriers to the EcoCentre project.  We tested out the 

public questionnaire before agreeing the final version.  The Energy Saving Trust were at this event 

which helped to develop partnership working around Green Communities.   

At the 6 December focus group with the EcoCentre project group, we discussed the results of the 

consultation to date, had a discussion about the objectives for the EcoCentre.  This resulted in the 

group making amendments to the objectives to make them more strategic (see section 17.0 below).  

Do you consider yourself to have a disability? 

 

What is your sexual orientation? 
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There was also a discussion about the risks involved in setting up an EcoCentre (see 15.0 below).  We 

also held discussions with EST about how to best use activities such as the Green Communities 

Newsletter and the Home Energy Check.   

On 14 December a discussion was held about the EcoCentre as part of the KHTI open space winter 

celebration.  This discussion focussed on the possibility of holding Transition/EcoCentre activities 

without a permanent building. 

At the SJAG focus group on 11 November, attendees were asked to do the ‘Elevator test’ exercise.  

Participants were given half an hour to think about what they would say to the chief executive of a 

major charitable foundation during a 2-minute lift journey.  What we learned from this is: 

- we need to be clear about what the unique selling points of the EcoCentre are 

- it is easy to focus on the building related objectives of the EcoCentre at the expense of other 

objectives 

- there is a tendency to assume that people are driven to save energy by cost. 

11.0 Looking outside – case studies 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11.1 Case Study:  South Yorkshire Energy Centre at Heeley City Farm 

Located at Heeley City Farm, approximately 1.5 miles from Sheffield City Centre, SYEC is based in an eco-refurbished 

terraced house originally built around 1880.  The idea for the ‘eco house’ began in the mid 1990s, as a way of 

showing to people living in 100 year old houses how their house could perform like a new one, and how much it 

would cost.   

The project was the brainchild of Nick Parsons and associates.  They had a lottery bid turned down in the late 1990s, 

after which it took 7 years until the right building became available.  This was an old bakery on the Heeley City Farm 

site.  Work finally started on the eco-refurbishment in 2006. It took a lot of money and volunteer time over the best 

part of a decade to complete the project.  In 2007 SYEC won first prize at the Yorkshire and Humber Micro-

generation awards. 

SYEC is open to the public from Wednesday to Saturday from 11am-3pm.  Heeley City Farm is open 7 days a week 

from 9.30am to 5.00pm (4.30pm in winter).  The Centre is mainly used for group visits, courses (e.g. Walter Segal 

building, straw-bale building) run in partnership with a college, and consultancy services. 

SYEC currently runs the Family Fuel Busters project, with a focus on fuel poverty.  This includes school sessions and 

advice to families in fuel debt at the local library.   This project is funded by the ScottishPower Energy People Trust 

to the tune of £83,180, and targets priority areas only.  This has helped to bring in 700 visitors to the Energy House 

during the first 6 months of 2010.   Many of these were attracted to the Family Fun Day held in May 2010 to 

coincide with the arrival of baby animals at the City Farm.  SYEC also hosts advice sessions with Sheffield CAB.   The 

overall aim of Family Fuel Busters is to reach 4000 households during a 2 year period. 
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11.2 Case Study:  Centre for Alternative Technology 

CAT was founded in 1973 on the site of a disused quarry near Machynlleth, mid Wales.  Volunteers worked long 

hours by candlelight before it opened to the public in 1975.  It is now Europe’s leading eco-centre with up to 150 

staff and volunteers on duty during the summer months.   

CAT has received significant grants towards its newest building, the Wales Institute for Sustainable Education, from 

the European Regional Development Fund, Welsh Assembly, Energy Saving Trust and others.  CAT receives almost 

no grants or government funding towards their ongoing activities.  Running costs are paid through income 

generated by CAT, and supporter donations.  Income is split between a number of activities, including the visitor 

centre, courses, shops, mail order, restaurant, publications and consultancy.  CAT’s business operations have to 

compete in the open market, and also to fund charitable research and development work.  So CAT is usually short 

of money, and without their volunteers, and staff who accept wage levels considerably below the average, and the 

support of many members of the public, CAT would not be possible.   

Achievements in the last annual report include: 

-7,000 pupils on residential courses plus 6,000 on day trips 

- over 250 students on graduate and post-graduate courses 

- a membership of over 8,000 

- 241,637 visits to the information pages on the website. 

 

11.3 Case Study – Northfield EcoCentre 

Origins 

Northfield EcoCentre came about after many years of voluntary effort from members of Cotteridge Quaker 

meeting.  A former bookshop, owned by the Quakers and just off the main shopping area in Northfield next to the 

Adult Education Centre, was identified.  In the absence of easy external funding options, the Quakers sold another 

building that they no longer needed to raise the capital funding to refurbish the bookshop and fund the capital 

costs of setting up an EcoCentre.  This means that the EcoCentre is quite fortunate in having no long-term burden 

from loans, mortgages or rental. 

Change of direction 

Initially the focus of the EcoCentre was on using the building as a demonstration project and as an environmental 

education centre for local schools.  The EcoCentre then decided to change direction somewhat.  Although there 

was some interest in these activities it was felt that they weren’t directly contributing to reducing CO2 emissions 

and it was decided after some discussion to focus on activities that directly reduced the carbon footprint of 

Northfield.  Also, the energy saving technologies at the EcoCentre (e.g. solar thermal, air source heat pump) 

quickly became out of date due to the rapid pace of technical innovation in renewable (although the solar panel 

and ASHP clearly work very well).   

So the EcoCentre turned towards group activities where people could learn information and skills that would 

enable them to reduce their carbon footprint.  These included bike maintenance, material reuse and recycling, and 

food growing.  These activities were usually fairly informal with peer-to-peer learning.   
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The numbers attending were fairly modest although the running costs were quite low, often supported by 

donations of seeds, books, equipment etc.  The group activities did rely heavily on the Groups Development 

Manager, Jane Baker, to get numbers up.   

The other new activity that the EcoCentre adopted was energy advice.  Initially the project aimed to get people 

to come to the EcoCentre to be given advice, however increasingly the EcoCentre is used as a base for outreach 

work with the majority of advice sessions being delivered in other people’s buildings, whether they be 

community buildings or places of work.   This means that the EcoCentre has moved from a solutions-led 

approach to a needs-led approach, based not on advocacy but on the delivery of a more commercialised 

service that aligns with the needs of users, funders and statutory bodies.   

There is a considerable volunteer input into all activities and the role of staff is increasingly to manage rather 

than deliver. 

The EcoCentre’s gardening work has been most challenging to sustain.  This is because there is a year-round 

commitment involved in maintaining a community garden that is more difficult to sustain than one-off 

activities.   

Where the revenue funding comes from  

Northfield EcoCentre is reliant on core revenue funding from the Central Midland Quakers, which funds two 

staff posts, and which has to be reapplied for every year.  The EcoCentre could not exist without this core 

funding.  This is enough to keep the EcoCentre ticking over but it relies on raising additional external funding to 

put on activities.   

The EcoCentre has succeeded in obtaining short-term funding for delivering the projects described above, but 

none of this is sustainable in the long-term. 

Central Midlands Quakers also subsidise the EcoCentre through back office, governance and property 

management expertise.  However a considerable amount of management time is spent solely on running the 

building and on fundraising.   

The future 

The EcoCentre has recently launched the School Of Sustainable Living.  This will be more formalised than the 

previous informal groups, with professional tutors leading group activities on such things as foraging, bike 

maintenance, crafts.  Often, activities will take place outside of the EcoCentre.  There will be considerable staff 

input into marketing the School.  Participants will be charged £59 for a day-long activity or £29 for half a day, 

with a break-even figure of 5 participants.  It is likely in the short term that some activities will run with 4 

participants to help get the School established.  This means the EcoCentre is taking a risk. 

Northfield EcoCentre is hoping to secure further one-off charitable grants for energy advice but is also hoping 

to be contracted to provide energy advice for Birmingham Energy Savers.  This will take place in people’s 

homes rather than at the EcoCentre.  A ‘Friends of Northfield EcoCentre’ group has been established to 

attempt to turn the goodwill of supporters into regular donations.  The EcoCentre is also starting to offer 

environmental management consultancy to local businesses.   
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11.4 Case Study – Martineau Gardens 

History 

Martineau Gardens is an urban oasis on a site owned by Calthorpe Estates in Edgbaston, and is leased until 2012.  

The main features of the site are: 

- 2.5 acres of organically managed community garden 

- Woodland (Site of Local Importance for Nature Conservation) 

- Orchard and vegetable plot 

- Wildflower meadows 

- ‘Shipwreck’ children’s play area 

The current buildings on site are a liability and Martineau Gardens have a long-term ambition to replace them.  

Calthorpe Estates are a supportive landlord who are keen to encourage Martineau Gardens. 

Current activities 

All revenue for current activities is linked to Martineau Gardens’ charitable objectives, which are about health and 

education as well as the natural environment.  Hence there is a focus on therapeutic horticultural activities.  The 

funding for this comes directly, or indirectly via partners, from statutory health care sources.  A key partnership is 

with BITA Pathways who specialise in mental health projects, and whose other work includes the Park Lane garden 

centre in Aston. 

Despite this funding, Martineau Gardens is currently unable to recover the full costs of running the Gardens.  Hence 

the Director currently works for three days a week unpaid.  There is also substantial volunteer input into the 

Gardens e.g. biodiversity advice and monitoring, database design, accounts.     

The Gardens are open to the public and attract visitors throughout the year.   Regular events attract many visitors 

and recently, some events at the Gardens have reached their capacity (for comfort and safety) which is in the 

region of 100 people at once, or 250 over four hours.  The Low Impact Living Initiative run courses at the Gardens.  

Fruit, vegetables, preserves, compost and logs can be bought at the Gardens.   

New building project 

Initial discussions about a new building were first held as long ago as 2000 although with hindsight, Martineau 

Gardens are glad they did not proceed at that stage because they did not have the capacity to manage such a 

project. 

Now Martineau Gardens is ready for the new building project, which will accommodate current horticulture related 

activities, and in addition, will include a cafe, and facilities for meetings, weddings, etc.   

Martineau Gardens have engaged a highly-rated professional fundraiser to help raise the capital for the new 

building.  The capital costs will be raised from private donations from members, supporters and philanthropists, 

charitable trusts, and loans as a last resort.   

There is a long term need for a new building at Martineau to replace the old buildings, to make Martineau an 

attractive destination of choice, and to generate additional revenue to meet the full running costs of the Gardens.  

Martineau have invested a considerable amount of paid and unpaid work, and cash, over a number of years into 

making this happen.  
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11.5 Case Study:  Old Home, Superhome 

Old Home Superhome is a network of exemplar, old dwellings that have undergone an energy efficiency 

retrofit.  The aim is to create a network of homes that are local and publicly accessible, within 15 minutes, of 

everybody in the country.  There are four Superhomes in Birmingham, two in Balsall Heath, and two in 

Bournville.    Periodically the owners host open days where the public can come and learn about retrofit on a 

seeing is believing basis. 

The advantage of the model is that there are no running costs and no building related risks to the project.  

http://www.sustainable-energyacademy.org.uk/  

 

11.6 Case Study:  Gro-fun (Growing Real Organic Food in Urban Neighbourhoods) 

Gro-fun aims to increase the amount of organic food growing and growers in local, urban neighbourhoods, 

through neighbours co-operating.  It aims to improve access to healthy, fresh food for all with minimum cost 

to the purse and the environment.  Skills, time, tools and knowledge are shared.   

Gro-fun originated in Bristol in 2006 when its founder, Nadia Hillman, hosted a Transition film showing.  

Door-to-door leafleting in Montpellier, Bristol recruited 10 people to the first project in the spring of 2007.  

The number of participants has increased year on year, and the project is now called Many Hands.  The 

project has received funding from The Scarman Trust, Awards for All, and Bristol City Council in the form of 

an allotment.  Participants in Many Hands are expected to contribute time and/or a modest subscription fee.   

The first Kings Heath Gro-fun group was initiated by gardening broadcaster/writer and local resident Alys 

Fowler in 2009.  A further group was run in 2010 and the project will run again in 2011.   The experience of 

Grofun has been very satisfying and creative for participants, bringing people together for a common good.   

Around a quarter of those who have participated in Grofun in Kings Heath are believed to still be growing 

food.   

The current Gro-fun model relies heavily on the input of a group leader who has the time and the know-how 

to lead the group.   One way forward might be to link up with the Big Lunch initiative.  There were four Big 

Lunches in Kings Heath in 2010 – the greatest number in Birmingham, which in itself is a positive indicator 

that community spirit is alive and well in Kings Heath despite the absence of formal structures such as an 

active neighbourhood forum.  As part of the planning for a Big Lunch, neighbours could work co-operatively 

on a Gro-fun model to grow food for the Big Lunch.   

 

http://www.sustainable-energyacademy.org.uk/
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11.7 Case study – learning from other community growing projects 

Kings Heath is not Manhattan where only growing on rooftops and up apartment building walls is 

possible.  Kings Heath is blessed with green space around buildings of every type.  At the time of 

writing www.landshare.org.uk has 6 people offering growing space within walking distance of Kings 

Heath High Street.   

Concrete to Coriander 

This project involves Bangladeshi women growing food co-operatively on allotment sites in Small 

Heath.  The project has been running successfully since 1999 but is still dependent on the input of 

Irena Iwegbu of CSV whose post is supported by grants from a variety of sources.  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b00tffq0#-  

Incredible Edible Todmorden 

This project involves community food growing on sites as diverse as roadside verges and 

graveyards.  From beginning with herb gardens, the group has moved towards planting trees, with 

two orchards now growing in the town.   The National Lottery has awarded £494,785 for their High 

School Food Hub.  Previously the group received funding from the HBOS Community Foundation.   

The group has faced many challenges including a backlash from local nimbys.  They are led by a 

group of 4-5 people with exceptional energy and motivational ability.  http://www.incredible-

edible-todmorden.co.uk/  

Abundance Manchester 

Abundance Manchester is a project which picks surplus or unwanted fruit from gardens and public 

trees around South Manchester and distributes it to local groups and communities.  This is entirely 

a self-help voluntary project although they do put on some food growing workshops that are 

funded by Manchester City Council.  Health and Safety Risk Assessments are undertaken before 

each food gathering trip. There are Abundance type groups elsewhere – here in Birmingham 

represented by http://abundancebirmingham.wordpress.com/  

 

http://www.landshare.org.uk/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b00tffq0#-
http://www.incredible-edible-todmorden.co.uk/
http://www.incredible-edible-todmorden.co.uk/
http://abundancebirmingham.wordpress.com/
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12.0 Partnership with the Energy Saving Trust 

The Energy Saving Trust’s Green Communities programme has supported the EcoCentre proposal by 

attending and contributing to our focus groups.  EST have also produced a newsletter for Kings 

Heath residents to raise awareness of energy saving initiatives in Kings Heath, particularly the EST’s 

DIY Home Energy Check service and subsidised insulation initiatives. 

13.0 What are our selling points?  

Below is a ‘growth share analysis’ for the EcoCentre.  Growth share analysis is a technique 

increasingly used by voluntary organisations to analyse the activities that they offer.  The activities 

are divided up into four quadrants: 

Stars:  These are the activities and services that are particularly strong and have real potential for 

growth.  They are often dynamic, popular and creative.  Starts can often fall or turn out to be short-

lived shooting stars. 

Question Marks or Problem Children:  New activities that take up resources, but, as yet, produce 

little return.  They are often new or innovative projects that might become stars, or fail and become 

dogs or dead ducks. 

Cash Cows:  The reliable, safe services and products that have an entrenched position and provide a 

degree of security.  They form a solid base for the organisation. 

Dogs or dead ducks:  These are activities that take up resources and effort and produce little value in 

return.  Often organisations have problems extricating themselves from such activities. 
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1. STARS 2. QUESTION MARKS OR PROBLEM CHILDREN 

3.  CASH COWS 4. DOGS AND DEAD DUCKS 

 

INCUBATOR OF GREEN BUSINESS 

- Craft/fair-trade businesses a 

cottage industry 

- Reuse/recycling businesses 

growing but need to be sure they 

are financially viable 

- High growth retrofit related 

businesses may need industrial 

premises 

AN EXEMPLAR BUILDING 

- Not successful for other EcoCentres 

- Exemplars have a short shelf life 

- Old Home Superhome may be a better model 

 

CENTRE FOR COMMUNITY ACTION 

- Growing interest in community action but cannot 

justify a building on its own 

ENABLER OF INDIVIDUAL CHANGE/SOURCE OF ADVICE 

AND INFORMATION 

- There is a market for energy advice linked to 

retrofit which would involve a shift from advocacy 

to service delivery 

- Possible to deliver standalone advice to fuel poor 

but competition for grants is intense 

- Small numbers of people prepared to pay for 

reskilling, energy advice 
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We need to try and achieve more of a balance between quadrants in order to make the EcoCentre 

viable.  A future business plan should think more deeply about the following questions: 

- How can question mark/problem children activities prove themselves, how long will it take 

and what is the cost?  How will we know when they are ready to become stars or cash cows?  

How do we manage the risks and possible failure? 

- Is exemplar building really a dead duck?  Should we persist with it or abandon it?  What 

alternative strategies are there? 

14.0 Outline Resources Plan for an EcoCentre 

What is a resources plan? 

In simple terms an organisation converts inputs (resources) into outputs by some kind of processing.   

 

There are two types of resources – transformed resources, that are changed or consumed by the 

process, and transforming resources – those that support the process but remain unchanged 

themselves and can be used again.   

14.1 Transforming resources needed for an EcoCentre (capital and revenue) 

(This is a qualitative list identifying the type of resource we will need.  A full business plan will look at 

the amount of each resource required and when, where it will come from, and produce a budget 

and cashflow for financial resources.) 

- Building 

- Expert technical plan on refurbishment of building, with details of new building components 

- Office equipment 

- Kitchen equipment 

- Other tools and equipment depending on use of building e.g. bike workshop; aluminium 

collection point 

- Land  

- Soil and compost 

- Gardening tools and equipment 

- Storage 

- Greenhouse/polytunnel 

- Wildlife habitats 

14.2 Transformed resources needed for an EcoCentre (capital and revenue) 

- Staffing resources – management, operations, administration 

- Trustee/governance resources 

- Volunteers 

INPUT PROCESS OUTPUT 
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- Heat, power, water 

- Other running costs e.g. insurances, taxes, licenses 

14.3 How will we use these resources effectively and efficiently? 

To do this we need access to the following: 

- Expert advice on building refurbishment 

- Good job descriptions and performance management of staff and volunteers 

- Due diligence on partners – i.e. making sure that they are capable of delivering, by checking 

their business plan and accounts 

- A training needs analysis of volunteers and staff. 

15.0 What are the key strategic risks facing the EcoCentre? 

 Likelihood of it 
happening 

Potential impact 
of it 

Action needed to 
prevent it 

Contingency 
plans to manage 
it 

Tangible or 
physical risks 

    

Depreciation/wear 
and tear of 
building and 
components 

High High Budget for 
maintenance and 
depreciation 

Asset 
management 
strategy 

Data/systems 
failure 

Medium Low Projects need to 
be risk assessed 
on an individual 
basis 

Develop business 
recovery plan 

Compliance risks 
e.g. data 
protection, health 
and safety, child 
protection 

Low Medium Ensure we have 
correct policies in 
place 

 

Service delivery 
risks 

    

Poor delivery of 
projects e.g. 
energy advice 

Medium High Recruitment and 
training of staff 

Performance 
management 
system 

Interruption to 
service due to 
staffing problems 

Medium High Performance 
management 
system 

Business recovery 
plan 

Financial risks     

Loan repayments Medium High Due diligence on 
partners e.g. see 
business 
plan/accounts 
before we work 
with them 

Whoever 
operates 
EcoCentre needs 
to have 
appropriate 
governance 
procedures to 
handle loans 

Cashflow Medium High Ensure budget Monitor income 
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and cashflow 
forecasts 
prepared 
annually 

and expenditure 
performance 
against targets 
quarterly 

Rental losses Medium High Make sure 
building is multi 
use.  Learn from 
others 

Fixed term 
tenancies 

Organisational 
risks 

    

Governance Medium Medium Make sure KHTI 
has appropriate 
governance 
structures to 
manage the 
EcoCentre 

Deliver EcoCentre 
in partnership 
with someone 
else 

Loss of members Medium High Consider current 
governance 
structure of KHTI 
and alternative 
options e.g. 
incorporation or 
partnership 

 

     

Political and 
reputational risks 

    

Reputation of 
potential partners 
from private 
sector 

Medium Medium Undertake risk 
assessment on 
any project 

Ensure contracts 
share risks 

Market and 
business risks 

    

Low take up of 
activities 

Medium High Ensure new 
activities properly 
researched and 
aligned to 
external strategic 
and policy 
priorities.  Learn 
from others 

Have a mix of 
activities to 
spread the risk 

Location Medium Medium Have an outreach 
approach 

Work in 
partnership with 
others outside 
the 
environmental 
field to co-
promote 
activities 

Relationship risks     

Deteriorating 
relationships 

Medium High Ensure 
constitution is 
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between key 
people in KHTI  

used to solve any 
disputes 
 

Deteriorating 
relationships with 
partner orgs 

Medium High Ensure contracts 
have SLAs  

 

 

16.0 A Funding Strategy for the EcoCentre 

16.1 Review of Current Position 

The current position is that KHTI has some funding for an office and a consultation/feasibility study 

on the EcoCentre, and an offer from BVSC for business development funding, but no capital or core 

funding. 

16.2 Past Fundraising Experiences 

Successful applications to Grassroots Grants, BeBirmingham Active Citizenship Fund., BVSC 

Sustaining Environmental Action fund.    

No other unsuccessful applications. 

16.3 Existing Fundraising Strengths and Resources 

Strengths Resources 

Active citizenship approach 
Contacts and relationships 
Experience of writing successful small bids 
Strategic approach 
Alignment with aims of BCC e.g. Energy Strategy, 
Total Waste Strategy 
1 person DEA qualified 

Volunteers 
Access to consultancy resources 
Consultation/feasibility study itself is a resource 
Partnerships with other stakeholders e.g. All 
Saints Community Development Company; BCC; 
Birmingham Energy Savers; other low carbon 
groups 

 

16.4 Projection of Funding Needs 

Capital Revenue 

If refurbishing building - £100-200k 
Office and kitchen equipment £10k  
Other tools and equipment – variable but to be 
supplied by partners renting space 
Land preparation – done by volunteers 
Soil, compost, raised beds £5k 
Gardening tools and equipment £1k 
Greenhouse/polytunnel £1k 
 

Technical advice £5-10k 
Staff – manager £40k; operations £25k; admin 
£20k per annum.  Include 
NI/tax/pension/training 
Heat, power, water, insurances, taxes - £10k per 
annum 
Recruitment costs - £1k per annum 

(N.B. this is not intended to be a detailed budget at this stage, costs are estimates only). 
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16.5 Predicted trends in funding 

A  Source of income B  Current position C  Prediction of 
trends 

D  Action needed 

Businesses    

Utilities (including 
emergence of high 
street retailers 
trading in 
FeedInTariffs/ 
RenewableHeat 
Incentive 
/PayAsYouSave 

Carbon Emissions 
Reduction Target, 
Community Energy 
Saving Programme, 
FITs, PAYS, RHI 

CERT – will continue 
till at least 2012 but 
low hanging fruit has 
gone 
CESP – will continue 
till at least 2012 but 
will target low 
hanging fruit e.g. 
tower blocks 
FITs/PAYS/RHI will 
grow and innovate. 
Utilities prone to 
manipulation of 
community groups 

Possibility of 
accessing 
FITs/RHI/PAYS and 
possibly CESP as part 
of community green 
deal approach 
 
Investigate 
possibility of 
tendering for DEA 
work through Green 
Deal, possibly as part 
of a third sector 
consortium 

Corporate social 
responsibility 

Corporations are 
interested in 
branding 
opportunities with 
large national 
charities, this doesn’t 
suit Transition and 
may be incompatible 
with Transition aims 

As current position None 

Rental income from 
subletting EcoCentre 
space to 
environmental/craft 
businesses 

We are researching 
the potential 
models.  Other 
similar models – 
Moseley Exchange, 
BFOE Warehouse.  
Others are reported 
to be struggling e.g. 
Make-It Zone 

Growth in green 
economy e.g. 
reuse/recycling 
businesses 

Further investigate 
‘environmental 
business park’ 
approach with 
potential partners 

Individuals    

Donations Others in KH are 
doing this e.g. All 
Saints Church 

Competing with 
others in times of 
recession 

Investigate 
membership 
subscriptions 

Community Energy 
Company approach 

Does not currently 
exist but SusMo have 
plans 

This could be an 
attractive model as 
gives a return on 
individual 
investment 

Investigate working 
with SusMo 

Trusts and 
Foundations 

Most interested in 
‘sick children and 
animals’ with a few 
exceptions 
interested in fuel 

Increasing 
competition due to 
loss of statutory 
sources of funding.  
Possibility of Big 

Possible sources of 
one-off funding e.g. 
Community Orchard 
but no substitute for 
long-term income 
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poverty and land 
restoration 

Lottery Fund 
programme on 
climate change 

generation 

Statutory 
organisations 

   

Birmingham City 
Council 

Working 
Neighbourhoods 
Fund coming to an 
end 

No replacement for 
WNF 

Maintain strategic 
relationship but do 
not expect funding 
opportunities 
directly 

Central Government 
– DECC, CLG, DEFRA 

Budget cuts but 
possible CLG 
behaviour change 
programme, possible 
follow-up to Greener 
Living Fund 

Increasingly 
interested in funding 
large national third 
sector networks not 
local groups 

Partnerships with 
national networks 
e.g. Transition, co-op 
movement, GAP 

European funding ERDF, Intelligent 
Energy Europe.  Risks 
very high 

ERDF available until 
2013 (?), IEE until 
2012 (?) 

Look for 
opportunities where 
someone else leads 
the project but only 
if we can provide 
match funding 

 

16.6 Overall Funding Strategy 

Our funding strategy for an EcoCentre should be to secure long term sources of income to repay 

loans and support running costs.  These sources of income need to be identified on the basis of 

where we expect the growth in the environmental economy to occur, based on research identified 

within this feasibility study and external strategies such as the Birmingham Energy Strategy and the 

Birmingham Total Waste Strategy.   

Therefore, we expect the growth areas to be similar to those outlined in 6.3 and 7.4 above. 

In order to access these sources of income for an EcoCentre we need to have premises that are 

capable of hosting income generating activities and fulfilling the other strategic objectives of the 

EcoCentre.  We therefore need an initial injection of capital funding from grants or loans.  We should 

only access this if we can demonstrate that we have a strategy for meeting revenue costs without 

grant dependency. 

We can expect to generate a small income from attendance at events at the EcoCentre.  This will not 

be sufficient to sustain the EcoCentre and will need to be subsidised by volunteer time. 

The Community Orchard, in partnership with Highbury Friends, may be an opportunity for a 

relatively ‘quick win’ since it would be attractive to some funders.  The right design could reduce its 

long-term maintenance needs.   
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16.7 Proposed New Sources of Income and Methods to Access them. 

 Capital Revenue 

Business  Rental income from 
environmental businesses 
Income from delivery of EPCs 
through Green Deal 

Individuals Possible share issue for 
renewable energy based on 
repayment through fit/rhi 
income, would need org with 
suitable structure, e.g. 
community energy company 

Income from entrance fees for 
classes, groups, events 
 
Possible membership structure 

Trusts and foundations Community Spaces Community Spaces 

Statutory organisations FutureBuilders via All Saints 
Community Development 
Company 

Income from delivery of energy 
advice/installation services 
through BES etc 

 

We should adopt a ‘bid or no-bid’ approach as outlined below to bidding to save wasting time on 
applying for funding that we have no chance of getting.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The principal parts of a ‘bid or no-bid’ fundraising process are as follows: 

1. read and understand the tendering/bidding instructions, including the format and 
response media, the specification, and the dates 

2. assess the degree to which our proposal will – 
i. fit with and contribute to agreed strategy 
ii. engage buy-in from partners/stakeholders 
iii. meet market needs 
iv. contribute to cross-cutting themes 
v. add value 
vi. leave a legacy 

 
3.  assess the certainty with which our project will: 

i.   achieve measurable outputs against indicators 

ii.   secure funding with certainty 

iii. deliver reliably 
iv. achieve exit strategy 
v. comply with rules and regulations 
vi. show we have the organisational competence and capability to deliver. 
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4. determine whether we should bid or not, in line with the following criteria: 

i. Alignment with strategic aims of the organisation – core 
competencies, do we have the skills in house or do we need to 
partner? 

ii. Is it in line with our business strategy? Will it bring sustained and 
reliable income, build strategic alliances?  Are there any conflicts 
of interest? 

iii. What is the nature of the client?  Do we have a relationship with 
them?  How well do we know their requirements?  What would 
be the impact of not bidding?  What does the client expect of us 
as prime or sub contractor? Have we carried out due diligence? 

iv. Is there a real prospect of a contract?  Are the timescales not 
feasible or restrictive? 

v. Are there many competitors, and do we know them?  Is it a 
continuation of service, or is there an incumbent?  What was our 
previous performance in this area, do we have references? 

vi. Do we have information about the target market? 
vii. What are the risks – value of the contract, length of contract, 

partnerships, non-performance/penalty clauses, impact on other 
parts of the business, software.  Are there any insurance or TUPE 
issues? 
 

Potential partnerships should be measured against the following criteria: 

- are there gaps in delivery or skills that we do not have the capacity or competence to 
meet? 

- Is the size of the contract such that we cannot deliver it alone? 
- What are the reasons for the relationship, what is its history 
- Partners should be carefully selected and kept to the minimum necessary 
- Roles and timescales need to be agreed 
- The partnership agreement should be formalised 

 

The process of choosing a partner consists of identifying and opportunity; carrying out a 

SWOT; identifying competitors; analysing gaps; and using partners to possibly address gaps.  

The ability of ourselves and potential partners to meet the key success factors should be 

mapped out to pinpoint how potential partners can help us to address the gaps. 
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17.0 Revised Strategic Objectives for the EcoCentre 

Here are updated Strategic Objectives for the EcoCentre.  They need further revision during the 

forthcoming business plan to demonstrate what, who, where, how, when. 

Exemplar building – demonstrating specific technologies e.g. solid wall insulation to early adopters;  

identifying audience; marketing; exploring link to Birmingham Energy Savers; measuring success; 

monitoring impact on visitors. 

Source of advice and information/enabler of individual change15 - a green doctor type model linked 

to retrofit programmes; specific number of people benchmarked against other schemes; whole-

house retrofit or piecemeal one measure at a time; reskilling activities based on unmet need e.g. 

foraging, bike maintenance 

Centre for Community Action – focus on community orchard as focus for community action 

Incubator for green business – need for businesses that are viable and can pay the rent; ‘cottage 

industry’ green businesses do not need a permanent presence 

A self-sustaining business – we need certainty that we have strategies to manage the major risks of 

capital funding, asset management, under-occupation. 

18.0 Conclusions 

There is a lot of goodwill among people in Kings Heath for the idea of an EcoCentre and interest in 

the proposed activities.  Kings Heath Transition Initiative needs a better understanding of the nature 

and size of the audience for an EcoCentre based on the experience of others.  Most importantly we 

need to understand that the audience is largely comprised of early adopters rather than the general 

population and that these are counted in hundreds rather than thousands as demonstrated by the 

takeup of similar activities elsewhere in Birmingham.  We need to monitor external developments to 

better understand when the need for activities is likely to grow beyond early adopters, and to 

understand that as something becomes more mainstream, there will be other more mainstream 

providers who will be competing with us to offer it.   

There are three major risks associated with setting up an EcoCentre.  These are:  financial risks 

associated with major capital projects; asset management risks; and financial risks associated with 

under-occupation.  All of the other organisations we have looked at running EcoCentre-type projects 

have faced one or more of these risks.  In some instances it is no exaggeration to say that they have 

been plagued by them over many years and have been seriously distracted by them.  We have 

looked at the strategies that other organisations have used to overcome these risks and in the 

current situation, Kings Heath Transition Initiative does not have these solutions at its disposal.  This 

does not mean that we cannot overcome these risks in the future, but we need to work towards a 

situation where we are able to manage these risks before we take on a building project. 

In the meantime Kings Heath Transition Initiative should continue to look at alternative strategies for 

delivering Transition activities without a permanent building.  These could include having a 

temporary office base at All Saints to be used as a base for outreach; holding activities in other 

                                                             
15 These two objectives have been merged as discussed at the 6 December workshop 
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people’s premises; making use of existing land e.g. Highbury Park, Kings Heath Community Centre, 

gardens. 

We should continue to learn from the successes and failures of others in deciding what activities to 

put on and how many people to expect. 

Only when we have a degree of certainty over our ability to manage key risks should we commit to a 

building project. 
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Appendix 1: 2001 Census data for Moseley and Kings Heath Ward Moseley and BirminghamWest Mids England %

Kings HeathWardMetropolitan DistrictRegion Country

Usual Resident Population (KS01)All people Count Persons Apr-01 24273 977087 5267308 49138831

Usual Resident Population (KS01) Males Count Persons Apr-01 11924 473266 2575111 23922144 49.12

Usual Resident Population (KS01)Females Count Persons Apr-01 12349 503821 2692197 25216687 50.88

Usual Resident Population (KS01)Density (number of people per hectare)Rate Persons Apr-01 ~ 36.49 4.05 3.77

Religion (KS07)  Christian PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 59.13 72.58 71.74

Religion (KS07)  Buddhist PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 0.3 0.19 0.28

Religion (KS07)  Hindu PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 1.98 1.08 1.11

Religion (KS07)  Jewish PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 0.24 0.09 0.52

Religion (KS07) Muslim PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 14.33 4.1 3.1

Religion (KS07) Sikh PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 2.93 1.97 0.67

Religion (KS07) Other religions PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 0.26 0.21 0.29

Religion (KS07) No religion PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 12.44 12.3 14.59

Religion (KS07) Religion not stated PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 8.39 7.48 7.69

Health and Provision of Unpaid Care (KS08)General health:  Good PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 65.66 67.21 68.76

Health and Provision of Unpaid Care (KS08)General health:  Fairly good PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 23.48 23.06 22.21

Health and Provision of Unpaid Care (KS08)General health:  Not good PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 10.86 9.73 9.03

Health and Provision of Unpaid Care (KS08)People with a limiting long-term illnessPercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 19.65 18.86 17.93

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Employees Full-time PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 36.15 40.31 40.81

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Employees Part-time PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 9.98 11.95 11.81

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Self-employed PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 5.5 7.4 8.32

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Unemployed PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 5.71 3.78 3.35

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Full-time student PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 3.03 2.48 2.58

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Retired PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 12.25 13.9 13.54

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Student PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 7.48 4.59 4.67

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A) Looking after home / family PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 8.04 6.54 6.52

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A) Permanently sick / disabled PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 6.66 5.7 5.3

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A) Other PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 5.2 3.37 3.1

Qualifications and Students (KS13) students  Aged 16-17 Count Persons Apr-01 529 20492 103755 955217

Qualifications and Students (KS13) students  18-74 Count Persons Apr-01 1039 48227 155627 1543512   
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Qualifications and Students (KS13)No qualifications PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 37.09 33.95 28.85

Qualifications and Students (KS13) Highest qual level 1 PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 14.95 16.73 16.63

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 2 PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 16.37 18.54 19.36

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 3 PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 8.87 7.41 8.34

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 4 / 5 PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 16.62 16.19 19.9

Qualifications and Students (KS13) Other qualifications / level unknownPercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 6.11 7.18 6.92

Household Composition (KS20)All Households Count Households Apr-01 10651 390792 2153672 20451427

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: Owns outrightPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 ~ 26.36 30.25 29.19

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: mortgage or loanPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 ~ 33.21 38.64 38.88

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: Shared ownershipPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 ~ 0.88 0.67 0.65

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Council (local authority)PercentageHouseholds Apr-01 ~ 19.39 14.26 13.21

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Housing Association / Registered Social LandlordPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 ~ 8.35 6.34 6.05

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Private landlord or letting agencyPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 ~ 7.84 6.37 8.8

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Other PercentageHouseholds Apr-01 ~ 3.97 3.47 3.22  

Approximated Social Grade (UV50)

Moseley & BirminghamWest MidlandsEngland

Kings HeathMetropolitan DistrictRegion Country %

All People Aged 16 and over in HouseholdsCount Persons Apr-01 18859 731851 4093944 38393304

AB:  Higher and intermediate managerial / administrative / professionalCount Persons Apr-01 6289 124439 799568 8520649 33.35

C1:  Supervisory,  clerical,  junior managerial / administrative / professionalCount Persons Apr-01 5655 193051 1114290 11410569 29.99

C2:  Skilled manual workersCount Persons Apr-01 1668 107080 685541 5780577 8.845

D:   Semi-skilled and unskilled manual workersCount Persons Apr-01 2379 157925 794461 6538308 12.61

E:   On state benefit, unemployed, lowest grade workersCount Persons Apr-01 2868 149356 700084 6143201 15.21  
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Ethnic Group (UV09)

Moseley & BirminghamWest MidlandsEngland %

Kings HeathMetropolitan DistrictRegion Country

All People Count Persons Apr-01 24258 977087 5267308 49138831

White Count Persons Apr-01 16706 687406 4674296 44679361 68.87

White: British Count Persons Apr-01 14821 641345 4537892 42747136 61.1

White: Irish Count Persons Apr-01 1021 31467 73136 624115 4.209

White: Other WhiteCount Persons Apr-01 864 14594 63268 1308110 3.562

Mixed Count Persons Apr-01 789 27946 73225 643373 3.253

Mixed: White and Black CaribbeanCount Persons Apr-01 357 15644 39782 231424 1.472

Mixed: White and Black AfricanCount Persons Apr-01 55 1446 3683 76498 0.227

Mixed: White and AsianCount Persons Apr-01 199 6307 18160 184014 0.82

Mixed: Other MixedCount Persons Apr-01 178 4549 11600 151437 0.734

Asian or Asian BritishCount Persons Apr-01 5206 190688 385573 2248289 21.46

Asian or Asian British: IndianCount Persons Apr-01 1387 55749 178691 1028546 5.718

Asian or Asian British: PakistaniCount Persons Apr-01 3255 104017 154550 706539 13.42

Asian or Asian British: BangladeshiCount Persons Apr-01 206 20836 31401 275394 0.849

Asian or Asian British: Other AsianCount Persons Apr-01 358 10086 20931 237810 1.476

Black or Black BritishCount Persons Apr-01 1262 59832 104032 1132508 5.202

Black or Black British: CaribbeanCount Persons Apr-01 920 47831 82282 561246 3.793

Black or Black British: AfricanCount Persons Apr-01 222 6206 11985 475938 0.915

Black or Black British: Other BlackCount Persons Apr-01 120 5795 9765 95324 0.495

Chinese or Other Ethnic GroupCount Persons Apr-01 295 11215 30182 435300 1.216

Chinese or Other Ethnic Group: ChineseCount Persons Apr-01 142 5106 16099 220681 0.585

Chinese or Other Ethnic Group: Other Ethnic GroupCount Persons Apr-01 153 6109 14083 214619 0.631  
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Brandwood BirminghamWest MidlandsEngland

Ward Metropolitan DistrictRegion Country

Usual Resident Population (KS01)All people Count Persons Apr-01 24530 977087 5267308 49138831 %

Usual Resident Population (KS01) Males Count Persons Apr-01 11729 473266 2575111 23922144 47.81492

Usual Resident Population (KS01)Females Count Persons Apr-01 12801 503821 2692197 25216687 52.18508

Usual Resident Population (KS01)Density (number of people per hectare)Rate Persons Apr-01 ~ 36.49 4.05 3.77

Religion (KS07)  Christian PercentagePersons Apr-01 69.75 59.13 72.58 71.74  

Religion (KS07)  Buddhist PercentagePersons Apr-01 0.21 0.3 0.19 0.28

Religion (KS07)  Hindu PercentagePersons Apr-01 1.06 1.98 1.08 1.11

Religion (KS07)  Jewish PercentagePersons Apr-01 0.25 0.24 0.09 0.52

Religion (KS07) Muslim PercentagePersons Apr-01 3.26 14.33 4.1 3.1

Religion (KS07) Sikh PercentagePersons Apr-01 1.54 2.93 1.97 0.67

Religion (KS07) Other religions PercentagePersons Apr-01 0.22 0.26 0.21 0.29

Religion (KS07) No religion PercentagePersons Apr-01 15.47 12.44 12.3 14.59

Religion (KS07) Religion not stated PercentagePersons Apr-01 8.25 8.39 7.48 7.69

Health and Provision of Unpaid Care (KS08)General health:  Good PercentagePersons Apr-01 64.4 65.66 67.21 68.76

Health and Provision of Unpaid Care (KS08)General health:  Fairly good PercentagePersons Apr-01 24.36 23.48 23.06 22.21

Health and Provision of Unpaid Care (KS08)General health:  Not good PercentagePersons Apr-01 11.24 10.86 9.73 9.03

Health and Provision of Unpaid Care (KS08)People with a limiting long-term illnessPercentagePersons Apr-01 21.15 19.65 18.86 17.93

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Employees Full-time PercentagePersons Apr-01 39.94 36.15 40.31 40.81

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Employees Part-time PercentagePersons Apr-01 11.03 9.98 11.95 11.81

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Self-employed PercentagePersons Apr-01 5.59 5.5 7.4 8.32

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Unemployed PercentagePersons Apr-01 5.16 5.71 3.78 3.35

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Full-time student PercentagePersons Apr-01 2.24 3.03 2.48 2.58

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Retired PercentagePersons Apr-01 14.65 12.25 13.9 13.54

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Student PercentagePersons Apr-01 3.97 7.48 4.59 4.67

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A) Looking after home / family PercentagePersons Apr-01 6.39 8.04 6.54 6.52

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A) Permanently sick / disabled PercentagePersons Apr-01 7.25 6.66 5.7 5.3

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A) Other PercentagePersons Apr-01 3.77 5.2 3.37 3.1

Qualifications and Students (KS13) students  Aged 16-17 Count Persons Apr-01 494 20492 103755 955217

Qualifications and Students (KS13) students  18-74 Count Persons Apr-01 523 48227 155627 1543512

Qualifications and Students (KS13)No qualifications PercentagePersons Apr-01 36.36 37.09 33.95 28.85

Qualifications and Students (KS13) Highest qual level 1 PercentagePersons Apr-01 15.73 14.95 16.73 16.63

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 2 PercentagePersons Apr-01 17.44 16.37 18.54 19.36

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 3 PercentagePersons Apr-01 6.37 8.87 7.41 8.34

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 4 / 5 PercentagePersons Apr-01 17.36 16.62 16.19 19.9

Qualifications and Students (KS13) Other qualifications / level unknownPercentagePersons Apr-01 6.74 6.11 7.18 6.92

Household Composition (KS20)All Households Count Households Apr-01 10573 390792 2153672 20451427

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: Owns outrightPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 26.66 26.36 30.25 29.19

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: mortgage or loanPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 35.59 33.21 38.64 38.88

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: Shared ownershipPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 0.45 0.88 0.67 0.65

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Council (local authority)PercentageHouseholds Apr-01 25.79 19.39 14.26 13.21

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Housing Association / Registered Social LandlordPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 4.02 8.35 6.34 6.05

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Private landlord or letting agencyPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 3.96 7.84 6.37 8.8

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Other PercentageHouseholds Apr-01 3.52 3.97 3.47 3.22   
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Appendix 2:  2001 Census data for Brandwood ward Brandwood BirminghamWest MidlandsEngland

Ward Metropolitan DistrictRegion Country

Usual Resident Population (KS01)All people Count Persons Apr-01 24530 977087 5267308 49138831 %

Usual Resident Population (KS01) Males Count Persons Apr-01 11729 473266 2575111 23922144 47.81492

Usual Resident Population (KS01)Females Count Persons Apr-01 12801 503821 2692197 25216687 52.18508

Usual Resident Population (KS01)Density (number of people per hectare)Rate Persons Apr-01 ~ 36.49 4.05 3.77

Religion (KS07)  Christian PercentagePersons Apr-01 69.75 59.13 72.58 71.74  

Religion (KS07)  Buddhist PercentagePersons Apr-01 0.21 0.3 0.19 0.28

Religion (KS07)  Hindu PercentagePersons Apr-01 1.06 1.98 1.08 1.11

Religion (KS07)  Jewish PercentagePersons Apr-01 0.25 0.24 0.09 0.52

Religion (KS07) Muslim PercentagePersons Apr-01 3.26 14.33 4.1 3.1

Religion (KS07) Sikh PercentagePersons Apr-01 1.54 2.93 1.97 0.67

Religion (KS07) Other religions PercentagePersons Apr-01 0.22 0.26 0.21 0.29

Religion (KS07) No religion PercentagePersons Apr-01 15.47 12.44 12.3 14.59

Religion (KS07) Religion not stated PercentagePersons Apr-01 8.25 8.39 7.48 7.69

Health and Provision of Unpaid Care (KS08)General health:  Good PercentagePersons Apr-01 64.4 65.66 67.21 68.76

Health and Provision of Unpaid Care (KS08)General health:  Fairly good PercentagePersons Apr-01 24.36 23.48 23.06 22.21

Health and Provision of Unpaid Care (KS08)General health:  Not good PercentagePersons Apr-01 11.24 10.86 9.73 9.03

Health and Provision of Unpaid Care (KS08)People with a limiting long-term illnessPercentagePersons Apr-01 21.15 19.65 18.86 17.93

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Employees Full-time PercentagePersons Apr-01 39.94 36.15 40.31 40.81

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Employees Part-time PercentagePersons Apr-01 11.03 9.98 11.95 11.81

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Self-employed PercentagePersons Apr-01 5.59 5.5 7.4 8.32

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Unemployed PercentagePersons Apr-01 5.16 5.71 3.78 3.35

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Full-time student PercentagePersons Apr-01 2.24 3.03 2.48 2.58

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Retired PercentagePersons Apr-01 14.65 12.25 13.9 13.54

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Student PercentagePersons Apr-01 3.97 7.48 4.59 4.67

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A) Looking after home / family PercentagePersons Apr-01 6.39 8.04 6.54 6.52

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A) Permanently sick / disabled PercentagePersons Apr-01 7.25 6.66 5.7 5.3

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A) Other PercentagePersons Apr-01 3.77 5.2 3.37 3.1

Qualifications and Students (KS13) students  Aged 16-17 Count Persons Apr-01 494 20492 103755 955217

Qualifications and Students (KS13) students  18-74 Count Persons Apr-01 523 48227 155627 1543512

Qualifications and Students (KS13)No qualifications PercentagePersons Apr-01 36.36 37.09 33.95 28.85

Qualifications and Students (KS13) Highest qual level 1 PercentagePersons Apr-01 15.73 14.95 16.73 16.63

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 2 PercentagePersons Apr-01 17.44 16.37 18.54 19.36

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 3 PercentagePersons Apr-01 6.37 8.87 7.41 8.34

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 4 / 5 PercentagePersons Apr-01 17.36 16.62 16.19 19.9

Qualifications and Students (KS13) Other qualifications / level unknownPercentagePersons Apr-01 6.74 6.11 7.18 6.92

Household Composition (KS20)All Households Count Households Apr-01 10573 390792 2153672 20451427

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: Owns outrightPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 26.66 26.36 30.25 29.19

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: mortgage or loanPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 35.59 33.21 38.64 38.88

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: Shared ownershipPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 0.45 0.88 0.67 0.65

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Council (local authority)PercentageHouseholds Apr-01 25.79 19.39 14.26 13.21

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Housing Association / Registered Social LandlordPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 4.02 8.35 6.34 6.05

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Private landlord or letting agencyPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 3.96 7.84 6.37 8.8

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Other PercentageHouseholds Apr-01 3.52 3.97 3.47 3.22   
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Qualifications and Students (KS13)No qualifications PercentagePersons Apr-01 36.36 37.09 33.95 28.85

Qualifications and Students (KS13) Highest qual level 1 PercentagePersons Apr-01 15.73 14.95 16.73 16.63

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 2 PercentagePersons Apr-01 17.44 16.37 18.54 19.36

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 3 PercentagePersons Apr-01 6.37 8.87 7.41 8.34

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 4 / 5 PercentagePersons Apr-01 17.36 16.62 16.19 19.9

Qualifications and Students (KS13) Other qualifications / level unknownPercentagePersons Apr-01 6.74 6.11 7.18 6.92

Household Composition (KS20)All Households Count Households Apr-01 10573 390792 2153672 20451427

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: Owns outrightPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 26.66 26.36 30.25 29.19

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: mortgage or loanPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 35.59 33.21 38.64 38.88

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: Shared ownershipPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 0.45 0.88 0.67 0.65

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Council (local authority)PercentageHouseholds Apr-01 25.79 19.39 14.26 13.21

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Housing Association / Registered Social LandlordPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 4.02 8.35 6.34 6.05

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Private landlord or letting agencyPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 3.96 7.84 6.37 8.8

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Other PercentageHouseholds Apr-01 3.52 3.97 3.47 3.22  

Approximated Social Grade (UV50)

BrandwoodBirmingham West MidlandsEngland

Ward Metropolitan DistrictRegion Country percentage

All People Aged 16 and over in HouseholdsCount Persons Apr-01 19031 731851 4093944 38393304

AB:  Higher and intermediate managerial / administrative / professionalCount Persons Apr-01 3459 124439 799568 8520649 18.17561

C1:  Supervisory,  clerical,  junior managerial / administrative / professionalCount Persons Apr-01 5235 193051 1114290 11410569 27.50775

C2:  Skilled manual workersCount Persons Apr-01 2898 107080 685541 5780577 15.22779

D:   Semi-skilled and unskilled manual workersCount Persons Apr-01 3520 157925 794461 6538308 18.49614

E:   On state benefit, unemployed, lowest grade workersCount Persons Apr-01 3919 149356 700084 6143201 20.59272  
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Ethnic Group (UV09)

BrandwoodBirmingham West MidlandsEngland percentage

Ward Metropolitan DistrictRegion Country

All People Count Persons Apr-01 24530 977087 5267308 49138831

White Count Persons Apr-01 21428 687406 4674296 44679361 87.35426

White: British Count Persons Apr-01 20000 641345 4537892 42747136 81.53282

White: Irish Count Persons Apr-01 1072 31467 73136 624115 4.370159

White: Other WhiteCount Persons Apr-01 356 14594 63268 1308110 1.451284

Mixed Count Persons Apr-01 629 27946 73225 643373 2.564207

Mixed: White and Black CaribbeanCount Persons Apr-01 338 15644 39782 231424 1.377905

Mixed: White and Black AfricanCount Persons Apr-01 55 1446 3683 76498 0.224215

Mixed: White and AsianCount Persons Apr-01 143 6307 18160 184014 0.58296

Mixed: Other MixedCount Persons Apr-01 93 4549 11600 151437 0.379128

Asian or Asian BritishCount Persons Apr-01 1431 190688 385573 2248289 5.833673

Asian or Asian British: IndianCount Persons Apr-01 692 55749 178691 1028546 2.821035

Asian or Asian British: PakistaniCount Persons Apr-01 621 104017 154550 706539 2.531594

Asian or Asian British: BangladeshiCount Persons Apr-01 16 20836 31401 275394 0.065226

Asian or Asian British: Other AsianCount Persons Apr-01 102 10086 20931 237810 0.415817

Black or Black BritishCount Persons Apr-01 862 59832 104032 1132508 3.514064

Black or Black British: CaribbeanCount Persons Apr-01 700 47831 82282 561246 2.853649

Black or Black British: AfricanCount Persons Apr-01 67 6206 11985 475938 0.273135

Black or Black British: Other BlackCount Persons Apr-01 95 5795 9765 95324 0.387281

Chinese or Other Ethnic GroupCount Persons Apr-01 180 11215 30182 435300 0.733795

Chinese or Other Ethnic Group: ChineseCount Persons Apr-01 110 5106 16099 220681 0.44843

Chinese or Other Ethnic Group: Other Ethnic GroupCount Persons Apr-01 70 6109 14083 214619 0.285365  
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Appendix 3: 2001 Census data for Billesley Ward Billesley BirminghamWest MidlandsEngland

Ward Metropolitan DistrictRegion Country

Usual Resident Population (KS01)All people Count Persons Apr-01 26974 977087 5267308 49138831 percentage

Usual Resident Population (KS01) Males Count Persons Apr-01 12937 473266 2575111 23922144 47.961

Usual Resident Population (KS01)Females Count Persons Apr-01 14037 503821 2692197 25216687 52.039

Usual Resident Population (KS01)Density (number of people per hectare)Rate Persons Apr-01 ~ 36.49 4.05 3.77

Religion (KS07)  Christian PercentagePersons Apr-01 71.44 59.13 72.58 71.74

Religion (KS07)  Buddhist PercentagePersons Apr-01 0.1 0.3 0.19 0.28

Religion (KS07)  Hindu PercentagePersons Apr-01 1.54 1.98 1.08 1.11

Religion (KS07)  Jewish PercentagePersons Apr-01 0.19 0.24 0.09 0.52

Religion (KS07) Muslim PercentagePersons Apr-01 3.3 14.33 4.1 3.1

Religion (KS07) Sikh PercentagePersons Apr-01 1.78 2.93 1.97 0.67

Religion (KS07) Other religions PercentagePersons Apr-01 0.24 0.26 0.21 0.29

Religion (KS07) No religion PercentagePersons Apr-01 13.74 12.44 12.3 14.59

Religion (KS07) Religion not stated PercentagePersons Apr-01 7.69 8.39 7.48 7.69

Health and Provision of Unpaid Care (KS08)General health:  Good PercentagePersons Apr-01 63.33 65.66 67.21 68.76

Health and Provision of Unpaid Care (KS08)General health:  Fairly good PercentagePersons Apr-01 24.86 23.48 23.06 22.21

Health and Provision of Unpaid Care (KS08)General health:  Not good PercentagePersons Apr-01 11.81 10.86 9.73 9.03

Health and Provision of Unpaid Care (KS08)People with a limiting long-term illnessPercentagePersons Apr-01 21.67 19.65 18.86 17.93

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Employees Full-time PercentagePersons Apr-01 38.08 36.15 40.31 40.81

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Employees Part-time PercentagePersons Apr-01 11.85 9.98 11.95 11.81

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Self-employed PercentagePersons Apr-01 5.6 5.5 7.4 8.32

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Unemployed PercentagePersons Apr-01 5.17 5.71 3.78 3.35

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Full-time student PercentagePersons Apr-01 2.08 3.03 2.48 2.58

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Retired PercentagePersons Apr-01 14.21 12.25 13.9 13.54

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Student PercentagePersons Apr-01 3.94 7.48 4.59 4.67

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A) Looking after home / family PercentagePersons Apr-01 7.35 8.04 6.54 6.52

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A) Permanently sick / disabled PercentagePersons Apr-01 7.54 6.66 5.7 5.3

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A) Other PercentagePersons Apr-01 4.18 5.2 3.37 3.1

Qualifications and Students (KS13) students  Aged 16-17 Count Persons Apr-01 572 20492 103755 955217

Qualifications and Students (KS13) students  18-74 Count Persons Apr-01 494 48227 155627 1543512

Qualifications and Students (KS13)No qualifications PercentagePersons Apr-01 41.98 37.09 33.95 28.85

Qualifications and Students (KS13) Highest qual level 1 PercentagePersons Apr-01 17.16 14.95 16.73 16.63

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 2 PercentagePersons Apr-01 16.92 16.37 18.54 19.36

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 3 PercentagePersons Apr-01 5.96 8.87 7.41 8.34

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 4 / 5 PercentagePersons Apr-01 11.21 16.62 16.19 19.9

Qualifications and Students (KS13) Other qualifications / level unknownPercentagePersons Apr-01 6.77 6.11 7.18 6.92

Household Composition (KS20)All Households Count Households Apr-01 10927 390792 2153672 20451427

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: Owns outrightPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 26.36 26.36 30.25 29.19

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: mortgage or loanPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 36.28 33.21 38.64 38.88

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: Shared ownershipPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 1.04 0.88 0.67 0.65

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Council (local authority)PercentageHouseholds Apr-01 26.45 19.39 14.26 13.21

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Housing Association / Registered Social LandlordPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 2.35 8.35 6.34 6.05

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Private landlord or letting agencyPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 3.68 7.84 6.37 8.8

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Other PercentageHouseholds Apr-01 3.84 3.97 3.47 3.22  
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Qualifications and Students (KS13)No qualifications PercentagePersons Apr-01 41.98 37.09 33.95 28.85

Qualifications and Students (KS13) Highest qual level 1 PercentagePersons Apr-01 17.16 14.95 16.73 16.63

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 2 PercentagePersons Apr-01 16.92 16.37 18.54 19.36

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 3 PercentagePersons Apr-01 5.96 8.87 7.41 8.34

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 4 / 5 PercentagePersons Apr-01 11.21 16.62 16.19 19.9

Qualifications and Students (KS13) Other qualifications / level unknownPercentagePersons Apr-01 6.77 6.11 7.18 6.92

Household Composition (KS20)All Households Count Households Apr-01 10927 390792 2153672 20451427

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: Owns outrightPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 26.36 26.36 30.25 29.19

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: mortgage or loanPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 36.28 33.21 38.64 38.88

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: Shared ownershipPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 1.04 0.88 0.67 0.65

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Council (local authority)PercentageHouseholds Apr-01 26.45 19.39 14.26 13.21

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Housing Association / Registered Social LandlordPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 2.35 8.35 6.34 6.05

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Private landlord or letting agencyPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 3.68 7.84 6.37 8.8

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Other PercentageHouseholds Apr-01 3.84 3.97 3.47 3.22  

Approximated Social Grade (UV50)

Billesley BirminghamWest MidlandsEngland

Ward Metropolitan DistrictRegion Country %

All People Aged 16 and over in HouseholdsCount Persons Apr-01 20359 731851 4093944 38393304

AB:  Higher and intermediate managerial / administrative / professionalCount Persons Apr-01 2719 124439 799568 8520649 13.35527

C1:  Supervisory,  clerical,  junior managerial / administrative / professionalCount Persons Apr-01 5459 193051 1114290 11410569 26.81369

C2:  Skilled manual workersCount Persons Apr-01 3483 107080 685541 5780577 17.10791

D:   Semi-skilled and unskilled manual workersCount Persons Apr-01 4414 157925 794461 6538308 21.68083

E:   On state benefit, unemployed, lowest grade workersCount Persons Apr-01 4284 149356 700084 6143201 21.04229  
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Ethnic Group (UV09)

Billesley BirminghamWest MidlandsEngland %

Ward Metropolitan DistrictRegion Country

All People Count Persons Apr-01 26974 977087 5267308 49138831

White Count Persons Apr-01 23662 687406 4674296 44679361 87.72151

White: British Count Persons Apr-01 22301 641345 4537892 42747136 82.67591

White: Irish Count Persons Apr-01 1133 31467 73136 624115 4.200341

White: Other WhiteCount Persons Apr-01 228 14594 63268 1308110 0.845258

Mixed Count Persons Apr-01 691 27946 73225 643373 2.561726

Mixed: White and Black CaribbeanCount Persons Apr-01 394 15644 39782 231424 1.460666

Mixed: White and Black AfricanCount Persons Apr-01 33 1446 3683 76498 0.12234

Mixed: White and AsianCount Persons Apr-01 152 6307 18160 184014 0.563506

Mixed: Other MixedCount Persons Apr-01 112 4549 11600 151437 0.415215

Asian or Asian BritishCount Persons Apr-01 1777 190688 385573 2248289 6.587825

Asian or Asian British: IndianCount Persons Apr-01 924 55749 178691 1028546 3.425521

Asian or Asian British: PakistaniCount Persons Apr-01 664 104017 154550 706539 2.46163

Asian or Asian British: BangladeshiCount Persons Apr-01 32 20836 31401 275394 0.118633

Asian or Asian British: Other AsianCount Persons Apr-01 157 10086 20931 237810 0.582042

Black or Black BritishCount Persons Apr-01 757 59832 104032 1132508 2.806406

Black or Black British: CaribbeanCount Persons Apr-01 631 47831 82282 561246 2.33929

Black or Black British: AfricanCount Persons Apr-01 59 6206 11985 475938 0.218729

Black or Black British: Other BlackCount Persons Apr-01 67 5795 9765 95324 0.248387

Chinese or Other Ethnic GroupCount Persons Apr-01 87 11215 30182 435300 0.322533

Chinese or Other Ethnic Group: ChineseCount Persons Apr-01 46 5106 16099 220681 0.170535

Chinese or Other Ethnic Group: Other Ethnic GroupCount Persons Apr-01 41 6109 14083 214619 0.151998  
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Appendix 4:  2001 Census data for Springfield ward SpringfieldBirminghamWest MidlandsEngland

Ward Metropolitan DistrictRegion Country

Usual Resident Population (KS01)All people Count Persons Apr-01 28961 977087 5267308 49138831 %

Usual Resident Population (KS01) Males Count Persons Apr-01 14375 473266 2575111 23922144 49.63572

Usual Resident Population (KS01)Females Count Persons Apr-01 14586 503821 2692197 25216687 50.36428

Usual Resident Population (KS01)Density (number of people per hectare)Rate Persons Apr-01 ~ 36.49 4.05 3.77

Religion (KS07)  Christian PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 59.13 72.58 71.74

Religion (KS07)  Buddhist PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 0.3 0.19 0.28

Religion (KS07)  Hindu PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 1.98 1.08 1.11

Religion (KS07)  Jewish PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 0.24 0.09 0.52

Religion (KS07) Muslim PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 14.33 4.1 3.1

Religion (KS07) Sikh PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 2.93 1.97 0.67

Religion (KS07) Other religions PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 0.26 0.21 0.29

Religion (KS07) No religion PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 12.44 12.3 14.59

Religion (KS07) Religion not stated PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 8.39 7.48 7.69

Health and Provision of Unpaid Care (KS08)General health:  Good PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 65.66 67.21 68.76

Health and Provision of Unpaid Care (KS08)General health:  Fairly goodPercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 23.48 23.06 22.21

Health and Provision of Unpaid Care (KS08)General health:  Not good PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 10.86 9.73 9.03

Health and Provision of Unpaid Care (KS08)People with a limiting long-term illnessPercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 19.65 18.86 17.93

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Employees Full-time PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 36.15 40.31 40.81

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Employees Part-time PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 9.98 11.95 11.81

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Self-employed PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 5.5 7.4 8.32

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Unemployed PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 5.71 3.78 3.35

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Full-time student PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 3.03 2.48 2.58

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Retired PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 12.25 13.9 13.54

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Student PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 7.48 4.59 4.67

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A) Looking after home / familyPercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 8.04 6.54 6.52

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A) Permanently sick / disabledPercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 6.66 5.7 5.3

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A) Other PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 5.2 3.37 3.1

Qualifications and Students (KS13) students  Aged 16-17 Count Persons Apr-01 890 20492 103755 955217

Qualifications and Students (KS13) students  18-74 Count Persons Apr-01 1270 48227 155627 1543512

Qualifications and Students (KS13)No qualifications PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 37.09 33.95 28.85

Qualifications and Students (KS13) Highest qual level 1 PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 14.95 16.73 16.63

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 2 PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 16.37 18.54 19.36

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 3 PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 8.87 7.41 8.34

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 4 / 5 PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 16.62 16.19 19.9

Qualifications and Students (KS13) Other qualifications / level unknownPercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 6.11 7.18 6.92

Household Composition (KS20)All Households Count Households Apr-01 9199 390792 2153672 20451427

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: Owns outrightPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 ~ 26.36 30.25 29.19

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: mortgage or loanPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 ~ 33.21 38.64 38.88

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: Shared ownershipPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 ~ 0.88 0.67 0.65

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Council (local authority)PercentageHouseholds Apr-01 ~ 19.39 14.26 13.21

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Housing Association / Registered Social LandlordPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 ~ 8.35 6.34 6.05

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Private landlord or letting agencyPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 ~ 7.84 6.37 8.8

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Other PercentageHouseholds Apr-01 ~ 3.97 3.47 3.22  
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Qualifications and Students (KS13)No qualifications PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 37.09 33.95 28.85

Qualifications and Students (KS13) Highest qual level 1 PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 14.95 16.73 16.63

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 2 PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 16.37 18.54 19.36

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 3 PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 8.87 7.41 8.34

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 4 / 5 PercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 16.62 16.19 19.9

Qualifications and Students (KS13) Other qualifications / level unknownPercentagePersons Apr-01 ~ 6.11 7.18 6.92

Household Composition (KS20)All Households Count Households Apr-01 9199 390792 2153672 20451427

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: Owns outrightPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 ~ 26.36 30.25 29.19

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: mortgage or loanPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 ~ 33.21 38.64 38.88

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: Shared ownershipPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 ~ 0.88 0.67 0.65

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Council (local authority)PercentageHouseholds Apr-01 ~ 19.39 14.26 13.21

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Housing Association / Registered Social LandlordPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 ~ 8.35 6.34 6.05

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Private landlord or letting agencyPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 ~ 7.84 6.37 8.8

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Other PercentageHouseholds Apr-01 ~ 3.97 3.47 3.22  

Approximated Social Grade (UV50)

SpringfieldBirminghamWest MidlandsEngland

Ward Metropolitan DistrictRegion Country percentage

All People Aged 16 and over in HouseholdsCount Persons Apr-01 20436 731851 4093944 38393304

AB:  Higher and intermediate managerial / administrative / professionalCount Persons Apr-01 2741 124439 799568 8520649 13.41261

C1:  Supervisory,  clerical,  junior managerial / administrative / professionalCount Persons Apr-01 4905 193051 1114290 11410569 24.00176

C2:  Skilled manual workersCount Persons Apr-01 3069 107080 685541 5780577 15.01762

D:   Semi-skilled and unskilled manual workersCount Persons Apr-01 5697 157925 794461 6538308 27.87728

E:   On state benefit, unemployed, lowest grade workersCount Persons Apr-01 4024 149356 700084 6143201 19.69074  
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Ethnic Group (UV09)

SpringfieldBirminghamWest MidlandsEngland percentage

Ward Metropolitan DistrictRegion Country

All People Count Persons Apr-01 28948 977087 5267308 49138831

White Count Persons Apr-01 9736 687406 4674296 44679361 33.63272

White: British Count Persons Apr-01 8246 641345 4537892 42747136 28.48556

White: Irish Count Persons Apr-01 1162 31467 73136 624115 4.014094

White: Other WhiteCount Persons Apr-01 328 14594 63268 1308110 1.133066

Mixed Count Persons Apr-01 679 27946 73225 643373 2.345585

Mixed: White and Black CaribbeanCount Persons Apr-01 316 15644 39782 231424 1.091613

Mixed: White and Black AfricanCount Persons Apr-01 26 1446 3683 76498 0.089816

Mixed: White and AsianCount Persons Apr-01 241 6307 18160 184014 0.832527

Mixed: Other MixedCount Persons Apr-01 96 4549 11600 151437 0.331629

Asian or Asian BritishCount Persons Apr-01 17119 190688 385573 2248289 59.13707

Asian or Asian British: IndianCount Persons Apr-01 3829 55749 178691 1028546 13.22717

Asian or Asian British: PakistaniCount Persons Apr-01 11519 104017 154550 706539 39.79204

Asian or Asian British: BangladeshiCount Persons Apr-01 858 20836 31401 275394 2.963935

Asian or Asian British: Other AsianCount Persons Apr-01 913 10086 20931 237810 3.153931

Black or Black BritishCount Persons Apr-01 1162 59832 104032 1132508 4.014094

Black or Black British: CaribbeanCount Persons Apr-01 898 47831 82282 561246 3.102114

Black or Black British: AfricanCount Persons Apr-01 194 6206 11985 475938 0.670167

Black or Black British: Other BlackCount Persons Apr-01 70 5795 9765 95324 0.241813

Chinese or Other Ethnic GroupCount Persons Apr-01 252 11215 30182 435300 0.870526

Chinese or Other Ethnic Group: ChineseCount Persons Apr-01 82 5106 16099 220681 0.283267

Chinese or Other Ethnic Group: Other Ethnic GroupCount Persons Apr-01 170 6109 14083 214619 0.58726  
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Appendix 5:  2001 Census data for Sparkbrook ward SparkbrookBirminghamWest MidlandsEngland

Ward Metropolitan DistrictRegion Country

Usual Resident Population (KS01)All people Count Persons Apr-01 28311 977087 5267308 49138831 percentage

Usual Resident Population (KS01) Males Count Persons Apr-01 14161 473266 2575111 23922144 50.01943

Usual Resident Population (KS01)Females Count Persons Apr-01 14150 503821 2692197 25216687 49.98057

Usual Resident Population (KS01)Density (number of people per hectare)Rate Persons Apr-01 ~ 36.49 4.05 3.77

Religion (KS07)  Christian PercentagePersons Apr-01 22.63 59.13 72.58 71.74

Religion (KS07)  Buddhist PercentagePersons Apr-01 0.29 0.3 0.19 0.28

Religion (KS07)  Hindu PercentagePersons Apr-01 2.27 1.98 1.08 1.11

Religion (KS07)  Jewish PercentagePersons Apr-01 0.08 0.24 0.09 0.52

Religion (KS07) Muslim PercentagePersons Apr-01 58.92 14.33 4.1 3.1

Religion (KS07) Sikh PercentagePersons Apr-01 2.44 2.93 1.97 0.67

Religion (KS07) Other religions PercentagePersons Apr-01 0.28 0.26 0.21 0.29

Religion (KS07) No religion PercentagePersons Apr-01 5.67 12.44 12.3 14.59

Religion (KS07) Religion not stated PercentagePersons Apr-01 7.42 8.39 7.48 7.69

Health and Provision of Unpaid Care (KS08)General health:  Good PercentagePersons Apr-01 63.21 65.66 67.21 68.76

Health and Provision of Unpaid Care (KS08)General health:  Fairly goodPercentagePersons Apr-01 24.06 23.48 23.06 22.21

Health and Provision of Unpaid Care (KS08)General health:  Not good PercentagePersons Apr-01 12.73 10.86 9.73 9.03

Health and Provision of Unpaid Care (KS08)People with a limiting long-term illnessPercentagePersons Apr-01 20.91 19.65 18.86 17.93

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Employees Full-time PercentagePersons Apr-01 20.6 36.15 40.31 40.81

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Employees Part-time PercentagePersons Apr-01 6.86 9.98 11.95 11.81

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Self-employed PercentagePersons Apr-01 3.57 5.5 7.4 8.32

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Unemployed PercentagePersons Apr-01 9.58 5.71 3.78 3.35

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Full-time student PercentagePersons Apr-01 2.71 3.03 2.48 2.58

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Retired PercentagePersons Apr-01 9.25 12.25 13.9 13.54

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A)Student PercentagePersons Apr-01 9.93 7.48 4.59 4.67

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A) Looking after home / familyPercentagePersons Apr-01 16.59 8.04 6.54 6.52

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A) Permanently sick / disabledPercentagePersons Apr-01 9.85 6.66 5.7 5.3

Economic Activity - All People (KS09A) Other PercentagePersons Apr-01 11.05 5.2 3.37 3.1

Qualifications and Students (KS13) students  Aged 16-17 Count Persons Apr-01 826 20492 103755 955217

Qualifications and Students (KS13) students  18-74 Count Persons Apr-01 1293 48227 155627 1543512

Qualifications and Students (KS13)No qualifications PercentagePersons Apr-01 51.84 37.09 33.95 28.85

Qualifications and Students (KS13) Highest qual level 1 PercentagePersons Apr-01 12.16 14.95 16.73 16.63

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 2 PercentagePersons Apr-01 13.65 16.37 18.54 19.36

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 3 PercentagePersons Apr-01 6.44 8.87 7.41 8.34

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 4 / 5 PercentagePersons Apr-01 10.69 16.62 16.19 19.9

Qualifications and Students (KS13) Other qualifications / level unknownPercentagePersons Apr-01 5.23 6.11 7.18 6.92

Household Composition (KS20)All Households Count Households Apr-01 9340 390792 2153672 20451427

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: Owns outrightPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 17.46 26.36 30.25 29.19

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: mortgage or loanPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 18.34 33.21 38.64 38.88

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: Shared ownershipPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 0.93 0.88 0.67 0.65

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Council (local authority)PercentageHouseholds Apr-01 28.83 19.39 14.26 13.21

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Housing Association / Registered Social LandlordPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 18.73 8.35 6.34 6.05

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Private landlord or letting agencyPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 10.43 7.84 6.37 8.8

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Other PercentageHouseholds Apr-01 5.28 3.97 3.47 3.22
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Qualifications and Students (KS13)No qualifications PercentagePersons Apr-01 51.84 37.09 33.95 28.85

Qualifications and Students (KS13) Highest qual level 1 PercentagePersons Apr-01 12.16 14.95 16.73 16.63

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 2 PercentagePersons Apr-01 13.65 16.37 18.54 19.36

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 3 PercentagePersons Apr-01 6.44 8.87 7.41 8.34

Qualifications and Students (KS13)Highest qual level 4 / 5 PercentagePersons Apr-01 10.69 16.62 16.19 19.9

Qualifications and Students (KS13) Other qualifications / level unknownPercentagePersons Apr-01 5.23 6.11 7.18 6.92

Household Composition (KS20)All Households Count Households Apr-01 9340 390792 2153672 20451427

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: Owns outrightPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 17.46 26.36 30.25 29.19

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: mortgage or loanPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 18.34 33.21 38.64 38.88

Tenure (KS18) Owner occupied: Shared ownershipPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 0.93 0.88 0.67 0.65

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Council (local authority)PercentageHouseholds Apr-01 28.83 19.39 14.26 13.21

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Housing Association / Registered Social LandlordPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 18.73 8.35 6.34 6.05

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Private landlord or letting agencyPercentageHouseholds Apr-01 10.43 7.84 6.37 8.8

Tenure (KS18) Rented from: Other PercentageHouseholds Apr-01 5.28 3.97 3.47 3.22  

Approximated Social Grade (UV50)

SparkbrookBirminghamWest MidlandsEngland

Ward Metropolitan DistrictRegion Country percentage

All People Aged 16 and over in HouseholdsCount Persons Apr-01 18834 731851 4093944 38393304

AB:  Higher and intermediate managerial / administrative / professionalCount Persons Apr-01 1609 124439 799568 8520649 8.54306

C1:  Supervisory,  clerical,  junior managerial / administrative / professionalCount Persons Apr-01 3321 193051 1114290 11410569 17.633

C2:  Skilled manual workersCount Persons Apr-01 2751 107080 685541 5780577 14.60656

D:   Semi-skilled and unskilled manual workersCount Persons Apr-01 5442 157925 794461 6538308 28.89455

E:   On state benefit, unemployed, lowest grade workersCount Persons Apr-01 5711 149356 700084 6143201 30.32282  
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Ethnic Group (UV09)

SparkbrookBirminghamWest MidlandsEngland percentage

Ward Metropolitan DistrictRegion Country

All People Count Persons Apr-01 28311 977087 5267308 49138831

White Count Persons Apr-01 6246 687406 4674296 44679361 22.0621

White: British Count Persons Apr-01 4993 641345 4537892 42747136 17.63625

White: Irish Count Persons Apr-01 865 31467 73136 624115 3.05535

White: Other WhiteCount Persons Apr-01 388 14594 63268 1308110 1.370492

Mixed Count Persons Apr-01 1296 27946 73225 643373 4.577726

Mixed: White and Black CaribbeanCount Persons Apr-01 647 15644 39782 231424 2.285331

Mixed: White and Black AfricanCount Persons Apr-01 68 1446 3683 76498 0.240189

Mixed: White and AsianCount Persons Apr-01 368 6307 18160 184014 1.299848

Mixed: Other MixedCount Persons Apr-01 213 4549 11600 151437 0.752358

Asian or Asian BritishCount Persons Apr-01 17434 190688 385573 2248289 61.5803

Asian or Asian British: IndianCount Persons Apr-01 1623 55749 178691 1028546 5.732754

Asian or Asian British: PakistaniCount Persons Apr-01 11462 104017 154550 706539 40.48603

Asian or Asian British: BangladeshiCount Persons Apr-01 2930 20836 31401 275394 10.34933

Asian or Asian British: Other AsianCount Persons Apr-01 1419 10086 20931 237810 5.012186

Black or Black BritishCount Persons Apr-01 2691 59832 104032 1132508 9.505139

Black or Black British: CaribbeanCount Persons Apr-01 2085 47831 82282 561246 7.364629

Black or Black British: AfricanCount Persons Apr-01 330 6206 11985 475938 1.165625

Black or Black British: Other BlackCount Persons Apr-01 276 5795 9765 95324 0.974886

Chinese or Other Ethnic GroupCount Persons Apr-01 644 11215 30182 435300 2.274734

Chinese or Other Ethnic Group: ChineseCount Persons Apr-01 180 5106 16099 220681 0.635795

Chinese or Other Ethnic Group: Other Ethnic GroupCount Persons Apr-01 464 6109 14083 214619 1.638939  
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